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UNIFORMLY GOOD

HOSE words are quickly read, but they mean a lot when appEed to
an automobile. They don't mean "good this year, bad last year, and
doubtful next year." They mean "good every year." That's where the
STEVENS-DURYEA stands today. It is one of the best today, it was last
year, it will be next year. It commands a higher price second-hand than
any other car. It always did. Among the few really high-grade cars now
on the market, there is not one with so uniform a record as the STEVENSDURYEA. The man who owns a STEVENS-DURYEA has a car with a
pedigree which is clean strain right from the beginning, and such records
are the best evidence of real quality.
Send for STEVENS-DURYEA literature.
STEVEN S-DURYEA COM PA N Y
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Member A. L.A. M.
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"Do you know the blackened timber - do you know that racing stream 1
With the raw right-angled log jam at the end?
And the bar of sun-warmed shingle, where a man may bask and dreamTo the click of shod canoe-poles round the bend?
It is there that we are going, with our rods and reels and traces,
To a silent, smoky Indian that we know;
To a couch of new-pulled hemlock, with the starlight on our faces,
For the Red Gods call us out, and we must go.''- Kipling.

HAT is it stirs within us when we read that verse of Kipling's ? What is that indefinable longing to escape from
the confines of the city and be away to the freedom of lake and
forest? It is the heritage from our savage ancestors, come down
to us through the ages, inherent in the breast of every one of us,
dormant but never extinct, waiting to swell into being when the
breath of forest and stream is brought to us, urging us to
answer when the Red Gods call us. Many of us have felt that
call. Many of us have answered and are waiting for the call to
come again that we may go to spend a short space of our lives in
"the silent places."
W
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In the Maine Woods

Thousands of those who have harkened to the call of the Red
Gods during the last fifteen years have come to Maine. I say
within the last fifteen years because in that short span of years
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad has been built through the
heart of a wilderness and has opened to the tourist, the hunter
and the fisherman a region which, through their coming, has
rightfully earned the title of" The Playground of a Nation."

Trout and Shadows Play Hide and Seek.

And such a playground as this is! A forest playground over
15,000 square miles in area; scattered over this great tract of
wilderness 5,000 streams and nearly 1,500 lakes and ponds; a
score of mountains each commanding a view of many square miles
of forest and a score of lakes and streams; everywhere the forest,
the great, mysterious forest, beckoning to one to come and
discover its secrets. Over this great forest playground, in which
the states of Hhocle Island, Connecticut and a good part of
Delaware could be lost, roam the lordly moose, the nimble deer
and the powerful black bear. The bob-cat and lynx hunt the
partridge and rahhit. The sly red fox and the beautiful silvergrey and hlack foxes hunt frogs and lizards along the shores past

The Playground of a Nation
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Echo Answers the Call of the Loon.

which yon glide in your canoe. The waterways abound with
speckled trout, salmon, white fish, bass, perch, togue, pickerel and
in some sections muscallonge are taken. On the bosom of the
waters float the black duck, the mallard, the devil-diver, and the
beautiful wood duck. By day the boom of the great blue heron
is heard from the marshes and sand bars and at night the long,
weird cry of the loon sounds "taps" to the camper. And in all
this great expanse of forest and lake there is not a dangerous
animal, nor a poisonous insect or reptile. One may sleep anywhere, under his blanket with his face to the stars, aud sleep in
perfect security.
In the Maine woods one may play as moclerately or as strenuously as he likes. If one does not care to "rough it" but desires
the woods surroundings with all the comforts of home, his desires
are easily met. Maine woods camps rival metropolitan hotels in
the comforts they afford their guests. Some of the larger camps
have gas or electric lighting plants, private baths and telephones,
yet a short trip from camp takes one into the abode of all the
finned and furred and feathered denizens of the forest. In this
lies one of the greatest charms of the Maine woods, that the aged,
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the convalescent, or those who for any reason enm10t "rough it,"
may enjoy Nature in all her beauty ancl simplicity an<l yet have
all the comforts of home.
But to those who go in to "rough it" the Maine woods offi·rs
never failing opportunities for sport, rest from the grincl of business, a111l the study of Nature in all her beauty. The entire
expanse of wilderness in the northern p:ut of the state is an
intricate system of waterways, forming the grarn1est canoe routes
in the worl<l ns W('ll as avenues of comm1111ication through the
wilderness. In his canoe, hy means of these waterways, the tourist

A Moose and Calf in the Lily Pads.

may penetrate to otherwise almost inaccessible forests, the hunter
an<l fisherman to waters ancl coverts in which a line has never
heen wet uor a gun-shot ever heard.
Every summer hundreds of visitors to the Maine woods take
the Allegash, St. .John, West Brnnch, East Branch, Allegash
lake, Pine Ponds, Van Buren circuit, and many other canoe trips.
By these canoe trips one may see the woods as he can in no otht>r
way. One may make the trips as easy as he likes. A lacly may
make any of them, without clanger or dismmfort. Winding
through these beautiful highways of the wilclemess one secs the

The Playground of a Nation
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"little people" in their native haunts. A bend in the stream
brings one in sight of a doe and her lamb, or maybe a cow moose
and calf in the lily pads, or possibly a big bull moose in all his
glory of strength but looking very undignified with his great
head almost out of sight as he reaches for the sweet roots and
grasses on the bottom. Everywhere is forest scenery unsurpassed
and there are side trips to be made to some famous fishing water
or to climb some mountain giving a view of fore!>t and lake.
Canoeing by <lay, shooting through some quick water where the
rocks can be avoided, turning aside to explore some logan or
inviting tributary stream, stopping to cook lunch by a campfire,
with an appetite such as only life in the woods can produce, camping again where twilight overtakes one, to make a bed of boughs,
cook supper, sit around
the cam ptire to listen
to the stories of the
guides, turning in finally to sleep, a dreamless, refreshing sleep,
"on a couch of newpulled hemlock, with
the starlight on our
faces."
Camp life appeals to
a great many. Maine
camp cooks have no
superiors.
Maine
camp larders afford
repasts which can be
had in but few places.
Maine camp beds are
enemies to insomnia.
Awakening with the
rising bell, maybe a
refreshing and invigorating dip in the cool
waters of the lake,
then after breakfast,
with well filled lunch
basket, off for the day
to some favorite fishing ground or perhaps
to climb a near-by
mountain. At night a
A Lady's Woodland Pet.
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Where Business Cares Don't Worry.

canoe trip on the moonlit waters of the lake, or sitting with the
rest of the camp family around the big fireplace or on the veranda
"swapping yarns" on the day's happenings. In such ways the
time passes all too swiftly and you are loth to pack ancl go home.
This great forest playground, its primeval beauty still w11wtrred,
is yet as accessible as a fashionable seaside resort. The vestibuled
trains of the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad, equipped with Pullman sleepers, chair cars and dining cars, carry the tourist, hunter
or fisherman over an excellent roadbed to the station nearest his
camp destination. From the station one steps into the beauties
of the Maine woods. The way to camp may be by water and
easy going, by buckboard or saddle-horse or a plain cnse of "hoof
it." In any event it is a delightful trip and if the trnil be long
and rough one may be sure there is something good waiting
for him at the ernl of it, for the more difficult a region is to reach,
the more of its primeval beauty of forest and ahu)l(lance of fish
and game it retains. The great lumber companies have built
telephone lines far into the woods to !urn hcring and driviug camps
and the camp owners have connected with them, so that while in
camp in the heart of the wilderness one may talk with the folks
at home. The business man is detached hut not separated from
his business, for the daily mail brings him his newspapers and
stock reports and there is the telephone which he may use as occasion may demand or his inclination prompt him. Of course

The Playground of a Nation
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when one goes farther in he leaves cares behind, his only stock
reports are those about game or :fish and his reading consists of
the study of what Dame Nature puts before him.
It is to this wonderland the " Red Gods" bid you come. The
mission of this book is to help show you the way, help you plan
your trip, tell you what "the other follow" has done and how you
may do likewise. The advertising section of this book will be

A Camp Settlement and two "Cits."

found invaluable in planning a trip to the Maine woods. A letter to any of these camp owners will bring you literature describing his section. Any inquiries regarding the Maine woods,
sent to any of the camp owners or to the passenger department
of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad will receive prompt and
courteous attention.
When you come, don't forget your camera, for the Maine woods
offers an unpa.ralleled field for its use. You can get pictures of
wonderful forest a.ml water vistas to take home with you and also,
very probably, pictures of moose a.nd deer. And if you have good
lur,k with your pictures don't forget that there's going to be anc,ther guide hook next year and we'd like to use some of them.
Here's to your trip to Maine and may it be a happy one!

The Falls Sinic a Requiem to Trout.

MAINE'S great northland, with its thousands of lakes, ponds
ancl streams, is naturally in a position to offer the fisherman
great sport, and it is no exaggeration to state that this region
furnishes the grandest fishing in all the world. The thousands
of spring-fed lakes and ponds in this region are the natural homes
of the royalty of the game fish world, the ouananiche, or landlocked salmon, and the trout, while big togue, bass, pickerel, muscallonge, white fish ancl white perch abound. From the time the
ice leaves the lakes and ponds, usually between May 1 and 15,
until close time on salmon, trout and togue ensues on Oct. 1, the
waters of northern Maine afford such fishing as can be had
nowhere else in the world.
As soon as the ice leaves the lakes and ponds the salmon, trout
and togue come to the surface and until late in June fine sport is
had either trolling or fly-fishing. When the water begins to get
warm the fish seek the cool depths and during the warm months
one has to locate them over the spring-holes. But in a very great
many of the lakes and ponds, fed by cold springs, the water is
very cool all summer and in these waters the angler finds endless
opportunity for the pursuit of that greatest of all piscatorial
sport, fly-fishing. In September again, when the cold nights chill
the water, the fish come to the surface and also begin to gather
on the spawning beds. Then fly-fishing is at its best.
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There is a saying, "you can catch fish anywhere in Maine,"
and it is largely true, hut the following pages will give the reader
a line on some of the famous fishing grounds of the Bangor &
Aroostook territory, where we know there are fine strings of fish
to be had.

Aloni:i the Moosehead Division.
Some fine fishing waters are to be reached from stations along
the Moosehead division of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
lwtween Milo .Junction ancl Greenville .Junction, and along this
division of the B. & A. also is some of the finest scenery to he
found along any milroa<l in the country. The road runs along
the slope of high hills and the scenery is beautiful beyond description. On every side stretches a grail(} panorama of deep ravines,
green fertile valleys and high mountains, with here and there a
glimpse of some pretty body of water. The scenery along th'is
route well repays one for taking the trip, even if it were not for
::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,.--,==~;;;:;=====,.-:;;;:;=i the excellent sport to be
had for a short trip from
the railroad.
The largest body of
water along this division
before Moosehea<l is reached
is Sebec lake, a beautiful
lake twelve miles long and
four miles wide. Sebec lake
is one of the four original
land-locked salmon lakes in
Maine and many of these
fine game fish are taken
from its waters every year.
These salmon run up to ten
and eleven pounds in
weight arnl besides these
fish some fine big trout, as
well as white pereh and bass
are taken. The lake is
most easily reachl'd from
Dover and Foxeroft, lwing
but four miles away, but it
is also reached hy team from
neighboring towns. Near
Dover and Foxcroft also are
Millbrook
pon<l, Garland
Sebec Salmon, 8, 9 and 10 Lbs.

A Paradise for Fishermen
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Such Strings are Common in Maine.

pond and the three Buttermilk ponds, offering goocl fishing for
trout, togue and salmon. At Abbott Village a number of good
fishing waters are within easy reach, Whetstone, Piper, Foss and
Juanita ponds, Bear brook and Thom brook, offering good fishing for trout and togue.
At Monson Junction one may turn off ancl go over the Mouson
Railroad six miles to the hustling little village of Monson, famed
the country over for the excellent slate quarried there. Here is
Lake Hebron, one of the most beautiful bodies of water in Maine,
offering fine trout and salmon fishing.
From Monson one takes a delightful drive by team to Monson
pond, Spectacle pond, Grindstone pond in Willimantic, or Lake
Onawa, all of which afford fine fishing for trout, togue and salmon.
From Monson .Junction and on to Blanchard the traveler passes
through a region whose scenic beauty is unsurpassed. As the
train climbs a long grade the valley on the other side deepens
gradually ancl finally when the train passes over a great steel viaduct more than a hundred feet above the valley one looks over a
magnificent panoroma of forest, water and farming land.
Shirley is a good place to stop, whether one is seeking rest
amid pleasant surroundings or wants to whip the streams and
ponds in the vicinity. Moxie, Indian, l\otch, Ordway, Hound and
Trout ponds offer excellent trout and togue fishing amid beautiful
scenery.

In the Maine Woods

Moosel.ead Lake and Thereabouts.
Arriving at Greenville .Jun&ion one is on the shore of Moosehead lake, a great inland sea, forty miles long and eighteen miles
wide, the largest lake in New England and unsurpassed in the
whole country for the beauty of its scenery. Greenville .Junction
and the town of Greenville, a mile away, have excellent stores
where the vacationist, fisherman or hunter may equip with everything he wants for his trip; excellent hotels afford accommodations if one is to stop there; the Bangor & Aroostook Hail road and
the Canadian Pacific Hailway meet here, and tl.1: boats of the
Coburn Steamboat Co., all fine and speecly steamers, afford transportation to all parts of the lake. It is to Greenville that one
should go if he is going to Mooseheacl, for the trip in is clelightfnl and if one is going up the lake he misses much if he does

A 12-Pound Salmon from Moosehead.

not make the trip by steamer and allow his eyes to feast on the
beauty of the wooded mountains which surround the lake, some
near at hand, some blue and massive in the distance.
The fishing season in Maine may be said to open with the opening of Mooseheacl lake. The ice generally leaves Mooseheacl between May 5 and 15, and no sooner has the ice left the fishing
grouncls than the news is flashed over the earstern part of the
country, where hundreds of fishermen have had their tackle ready
for weeks waiting for the word from their guides or camp proprietors to come ancl coax the big trout, togue and salmon from
Moosehead's icy waters. Terns of trout, togue and salmon are
taken out of Moosehead every year, yet the supply never seems to
diminish
It is ideal watPr for these fish, the spawning beds in
the lake and a network of streams and ponds around the lake
offer ideal breeding grounds, and a state hatchery near the lake
helps the good work along.

A Paradise for Fishermen
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Moosehead lake is a fine example of what protection and
scientific propagation of game fish will do to not only preserve
the fish but actually to increase their numbers in waters that are
constantly fished.
As soon as the ice leaves Moosehead the trout, togue and salmon
are taken by trolling. A little later fly-fishing is good and holds
good until well into the summer. In sections of the lake where
the fish have been located in deep water they are taken all summer. The cool 11ights of September bring the fish to the surface

Trout and Frogs' Legs for Supper.

again and some great fly-fishing is to be had in the fall. Sugar
Island, Deer Isla11d, Crow's Nest, are favorite places for the fishermen to slop and some of the finest fishing in the world is to be
had almost in the dooryard of these places.
Half way up the lake is the famous Mt. Kineo House, a palace
on the shore of this great lake, with the majestic Mt. Kineo, famed
in song and story, towering behind it. Built on a point, with
the mountain of rock towering behind it, and commancling a wonderful view of lake, forest and mountain, the Mt. Kineo House is
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one of the most famous and one of the finest summer resorts in
all the world. The hundreds of guests at this famous resort enjoy
what can be enjoyed nowhere else in the world, the palatial
accommodations of a metropolitan hotel combined with forest
surroundings which cannot be surpassed, fishing, hunting, canoeing, mountain climbing and everything which makes woods life
the delightful existence it is.
Hancly by the Mt. Kineo House are some of the finest fishing
grounds on the lake, and that means, of course, some of the finest
in the world. From the time the ice leaves the lake until close
time ensues in the fall the Mt. Kineo House guests enjoy excellent fishing.

Such a Place for Motor-Boating.

The Kineo Yacht Club, composed of guests of the house, is
erecting a handsome clubhouse on the point in front of the hotel.
The clubhouse will be ready for occupancy this season and its
erection is expected to give an added interest to the sport of motorhoating. There are now many motor boats on Moosehead and
the number is increasing yearly The delights of motor-boating
are nowhere to be more enjoyed than on this great inland sea, at
times as smooth as a mill pond, at other times so rough as to test
the seagoing qualities of the big lake steamers.
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What an opportunity for motor-boat racing or cruising! If it
be a straightaway race for the speed boats the forty mile reach
of Moosehead on a calm day is an unequalled course. If it be an
endurance run, Moosehead's great expanse, mirror-like in a calm
and again whipped into ten-foot seas by the wind, will test the
best qualities of the sturdiest boats. And for any race Kineo's
height commands a view of the boats from start to finish. Few
are the places where moter-boating may be enjoyed to such
advantage amid such delightful surroundings.

Six Disciples of Walton.

At the head of the lake are the \Vinnegarnock House at Northeast Carry on the one hand and the Seboomook House at Northwest Carry on the other. Both of these resorts are nearby some
excellent fishing grounds and some record catches of trout, togue
and salmon are made at the head of the lake every year. Northeast Carry is called "the gateway to the happy hunting grounds,"
because here is the start of the West Branch, East Branch, Allegash and Pine Ponds canoe trips and also the delightful trip to
Lobster lake. Supplies of every kind, canoes and guides can be
obtained here. At Northwest Carry the fisherman or tourist is in
touch with the Penobscot West Branch and the start of the St.
John and the Canada Falls canoe trips.
All this has dealt only with Moosehead itself, saying nothing
of the multitude of fine fishing waters all around it. Moosehead
has the big fish and lots of them, trout weighing over eight
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pounds, togue weighing up to !30 pounds, and in the summer of
1H08 a salmon weighing nearly 1~ pounds was the reward of one
lucky fisherman. Where else can you get such fishing as this?
The country round about Moosehead is interwoven with streams,
ponds and lakes teeming with trout. From Greenville it is a short
trip to Upper and Lower Wilson ponds, Trout, Hedgehog, Rum,
Horseshoe, Squaw and Fitzgerald ponds, all having fine trout and
some salmon fishing.

The Suspense Before the Strike.

Twelve miles from Greenville by steamer is Lily Bay, one of
the largest bays in Moosehead lake. A trip of seven miles from
Lily Bay by stage takes one to the Hoach Hiver House, where
Hoach river and pond afford good trout fishing. &•ven miles
farther on is ~cl Jloach pond, affording fine fishing and a view of
White Cap, the second highest mountain in the state. Four
miles hy trail from 1st Hoach pond are the three West Branch
ponds, offering some of the finest trout fishing in the state, though
the fish are of small size, running about three to a pound.
Mountain pond, a short distance from 1st Hoach p01ul offers good
fishing all the season. A kn mile trip by kam from Lower
Hoach pond takes one to the Grant Farm, where Raggt·cl lake,
Caribou lake, Deer pond all(l a great number of other ponds
and streams offer some of the bt·st trout fishing to he had
anywhere.
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The Katahdin Iron Works Region.
Leaving the main line of the B. & A. at Brownville the
Katahdin Iron Works branch of the B. & A. runs through the
beautiful valley of the Pleasant river to the little village of
Katahdin Iron Works, on the shore of Silver lake, with beautiful
mountain scenery all around. Here the fisherman will find
plentiful opportunity for the exercise of his skill and the vacationist will find one of the most delightful spots on the map of America. Here is an excellent hotel and a number of summer cottages.
On every side are mountains and hills which almost deserve the

Caught Before Breakfast.

same title. Only a short walk from the village is Ore mountain,
still covered with heaps of the ore which gave the village its name
when the old iron works, whose ruins still stand, were in operation. Toward the north are White Cap, Spruce, Baker, Saddleback and Chairback mountains, whose wooded slopes are a delight
to the eye and a stimulant to the imagination, inducing one to
wonder what manner of forest denizens those vast coverts may
hide.
Everywhere in this region are springs of purest water, famed
for their medicinal value. The numerous ponds and streams are
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also feel hy ice cold springs ancl arc the natural homes of trout.
In nearly all of these ponds fly-fishing holds go()(l all through the
season, because of the low temperature of the water. In some of
the ponds the trout do not run to large size, a pournl being good
weight, hut they make up in numbers for their lack of size. Many
big trout arc taken in this region, however, ancl the fisherman who
s1wnds a vacation at any of the ponds in the vicinity of Katahdin
Iron Works may he assured of his fill of sport.
I 11 Silver lake there are some monster pickerel. Then within a
rnclius of ~() miles from the hotel at Katahclin Iron Works are
~7 different lakes ancl poncls from which the fisherman may make
his choice and he assured of getting fine trout fishing. Among
these arc the famous East and West Chairhack ponds, Little and
Hig Houston ponds, Big and Little Lyford ponds, Spruce Mt.,
Trout, Horseshm', the East Bmnch ponds ancl Yoke ponds. Yoke
poncl and vicinity is one of the finest regions for trout fishing in
the entire state, the fish being plentiful ancl running to large size.
Besides these poncls tl1l're are the Plt>asant river up through the
beautiful Gulf Hagus irncl the east am! Wl•st hran('hes of the river,
Mountain, Hay, White, Beaver ancl Gurnsey brooks, all goocl
trout waters.
Schoodic Station, on the main line of the B. & A. ancl about two
hours' ricle from Bangor, is a goocl pla('e to get off if one is looking for some good fishing as well as some delightful hits of
scenery. Half a minuk's walk from the station brings one to the
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shore of Schoodic lake, a beautiful body of water which affords
some splendid togue, pickerel and perch and bass fishing, the
togue running up to 15 and 20 pounds in weight. Less than two
miles away is Seboois lake, an excellent fishing water, while
Ebeeme ponds and Roaring brook offer more opportunities for
piscatorial enjoyment.
Northwest pond also offers some excellent pickerel, bass and
perch fishing, and the lack of trout in the pond is made up by
the plentifulness and gamy qualities of these fish in a number of
waters in the vicinity, chief of which is Cedar pond where the
fisherman will get some trout fishing that is hard to beat anywhere. From West Schoois station also there are a number of
good trout waters to be reached, among them Seboois stream,
Hagged Mountain pond and stream, Bear brook and Patrick
brook, all within a radius of four miles.
Casting in from Norcross.

If one leaves the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad at Norcross, at
the foot of North Twin lake, he is within reach of nearly a hundred of the finest trout waters to be fcnmd anywhere in the world,
and the most distant of them can be reach~<l in 24 hours from

Givin1t the Younj!:'ster Some Points.
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the time he leaves the train. These wonderful fishing waters
are all located in the watershed of the West Branch of the
Penobscot between North Twin lake ancl Chcsuncook. They are
fished a great deal hut the supply of trout and togue never
seems to diminish in the least. They are ideal waters for trout,
being rocky of shore and bottom for the most part and fed by
springs which keep the water 11t a low temperature and normal
level even in the warmest ancl driest of summers.

An Hour's Catch at Sourdnahunk.

Steamers connecting with the train at Norcross will take one to
the head of Ambajejus lake, where the West Branch comes into
the lower lakes, or to the head of Pemadumcook, from whence it
is but a short trip into Nahmahkanta and the .Jo Mary lakes.
The ,Jo Mary lakes have some famous pickerel and in Nahmahkantn
there are some monster togue, running up to ~JO pounds in weight.
From the .Jo Mary lakes a great number of excellent trout waters
are to be reached and one may stay there a fortnight and whip
new water every day aml with success.
Going up the West Branch, past Ambajejus and Passamagamoc
falls, one arrives in the Debsconeag lakes, a ch11in of four, all
having famous togue and piekerel fishing.
From the first
Debsconeag lake it is hut ll short trip to the Html ponds, famous
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for trout and togue, and Rainbow lake, one of the most famous
trout waters known to the disciples of Walton. A great number
of other trout waters are within the fisherman's reach from either
Nahmahkanta or the Debsconeag lakes, including Cooper brook,
Tumble Down Dick brook, Wadleigh, Mud, Church, Doughnut,
Luncheon, Pollywog, Female, Musquash, Penobscot, Long,
Hernlerson, Rabbit, Leavitt and Prentiss ponds, as well as Salmon, Bean and Farrar brooks.
Taking to the \Vest Branch again one passes up by Debsconeag,
Pockwockamus and Abol falls, always having in view some of the
grandest river, forest and mountain scenery in the world, until he

Ferrying Grand Lake, East Branch.

reaches the mouth of Sourdnahunk stream, and here the fisherman
is at the gateway of the greatest fishing region of its area in all the
worlcl. Sourdnahunk stream itself is a famous trout water and
hundreds of handsome trout are taken out of the pools below the
many falls on this stream every season. Eighteen miles up this
stream is Sour<lnahunk lake, probablythegreatesttroutwater in the
world. This lake is about four miles long and a little over a mile
wide and when one fishes there he will become of the opinion that
the lake is fairly alive with trout. The fishing is good all through
the season and the trout run from half a pound up to four pounds.
\Vestwar<l from Sourdnahunk stream, and also to the east
toward the foot of Katahdin, are half a hundred excellent trout
waters. Some of the best known of these are Kidney, Slaughter,
lhisy, Beaver, Little Beaver, Rocky, Little Rocky, Tracy, Elbow,
Windy Pitch, .Jackson, Lily Pad, Draper, Polly and Deer ponds,
all handy to Sourdnahunk stream. Farther to the westward are
Harrington lake, Frost pond, Soper brook and Sandy stream, all
goocl fishing waters.
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The Carihou Dam Salmon Pool.

W h ippin~ Ea.st Branch Waters.

In the Penobscot East Branch and tributary waters the fisherman will find some royal sport. \Vissata<juoik stream, a tributary
to the East Hmnch, is a famous trout water and fishing here is given
an added charm by the fact that the fisherman may at any time
hook a big, fighting salmon. Tributary to the Wissatac1uoik are
Katahdin stream ar11l lake, Dacy brook a111l poncl, Seven ponds
ancl Big pond, Pogey ancl Turner brooks, all fine trout wakrs.
In the Shinn ponds, ten miles from Patten, one strikes some tine
trout and salmon fishing, the trout running up to five pounds in
weight and fishing holding good all summer. In Grnncl lake, at
the head of the East Bmnch, and just l>l'low Gmncl lake dam, the
fisherman will find great trout fishing all through the season.
Other fine fishing waters tributary to the East Branch nre
Sehoois and Little Sehoois rivers, Day's pond, White Horse lake,
Hay lake, Scraggly, Snowshoe and Sdmois lakes, Center, Mud,
and .Jones ponds, Hay, Lane ancl Dead brooks, Lunksoos pond
arnl brook, Bowlin poncl and hrnok, Springer, Mucl atul Swift
brooks, Soldier pond a111l brook, Burnt Land and Youngs ponds,
Sarni Bank brook, Messer, Littlefield, Blunder and Frost ponds,
Trout brook, Wadleigh brook, Saddle pond, W ehstcr lake nnd
brook, Telus lake mul brook, Tdosmis lake 111111 Cluunlx•rlain lake,
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the head of East Branch water. Tributary to Chamberlain lake
are a score of excellent trout waters. This whole East Branch
country abounds in fine fishing waters and to reach them most
conveniently one should leave the B. & A. at Grindstone, Stacyville or Patten.
Alon~ Aroo.stook River.

In Aroostook river and tributaries there are great possibilities
for the fisherman, not only in the way of trout but also some of
the finest salmon to be had anywhere. At Fort Fairfield there is
some fine salmon fishing in the river and Fitzherbert and ,Johnson
brooks afford some fine trout. Just below the dam at Caribou
many big salmon are taken.
A short distance below Caribou the Madawaska river comes in
and its tributaries, Cain, Halfway, Brandy, Greenlaw, Wolverton,
Black, .Johnson, Bearsley, Armstrong and McClusky brooks afford
fine trout fishing,
as do also Madawaska lake and
Madawaska
ponds. Caribou
stream and lake,
Hardwood creek
and Otter brook
near Caribou are
good trout waters.
Presque Isle
stream and its tributaries, Clough,
Alder, Shields
ancl Burnt Land
brooks and
Buggy Joe Lake
afford opportunity to fill many
a basket with
trout and in the -.;a....-IL.,
vicinity are more
fine trout holes in
From Aroostook Waters.
Wells and Beaver
brooks, Salmon lake, Salmon, Little Salmon, Upper Salmon, Otter,
Beaver, Bull, Burpee and Webster brooks and Little Machias
river and lake.
Near Ashlaml the Big Machias river flows and in its waters
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and those of its tributaries, Little South Branch, Greenlaw and
Sam Hayden brooks, Center nml Spectacle ponds, Big l\lachias
lake, McGowan, Pratt, Billings, Caribou, Horseshoe and l\lcNally
ponds, Twenty Mile, Fourteen Mile, l11dian, Farrar, Howe,
Conners and Lucky brooks and Rowe lake, there are the best
of gamy trout.
Squaw Pan lake an cl stream offer some l11u11lsome salmon and
at :\-Iasarclis are St. Croix stream ancl its trihutaries, Black Water,
Heaver, Howe, Tmcy, and Little Smith brooks, St. Croix West
Branch ancl St. Croix lake, in
whose waters big trout swim.
BPy<rn<l Masardis are Shields,
Houlton and Trout brooks,
OttPr brook nml po ml, U mcolcus lake and stream, Cut lnke,
Hayden brook, Burnt pond,
Mooscleuk stream and lake,
Chnncller hrook 1111!1 pond,
l\I i1ldle, Smith, Big and Little
lluclson 111111 Mule hrooks,
lJ pper and Elbow lakes, Spring,
Bartlett and Blind hrooks,
Bartlett pond, Leonard pond
a111l Chase brook.
Bl•yoml
Mooscleuk stream are Little
l\looseleuk, Spring brook,
l\lillnockct lake and stream,
:\1oore's, Boody a11!l .Jones
p0111ls, Ismis strenm, Millimcgassctt lake, Beaver pond and
hrook, Upper Millnocket lake,
Moose and Upper Moose pond
ancl hrook, Caribou and Munsungan streams, Long, SnowA Good Two Feet Lon1r.
shoe, Island ancl 1\1 uil ponds,
Chandler, Bog, Beaver, Miller,
Norway, Chase anil Currier
brooks, Echo lake and lll l•1l pmul ancl brook, all fine trout
waters.
The Aroostook headwaters arP lx·st rcad1c1l from Masardis,
Squa Pan or Ashland. There arc some excellent trout waters to
he re1tchc1l from Islanil Falls, Sherman, Crystnl, Houlton and
other stations along the line, at any and all of which the fisherman may make a profitable stop if he has the time to spare.
0
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Fisb River Waters' Offering.

Since the steel highway penetrated the Fish river region that
section of Maine has become known as one of the best fishing
grounds in the state. More fishermen go into this region every
year and make excellent catches yet the supply shows no decrease.
Leaving the train at Fort Kent where the Fish river joins the
mighty St. .John the fisherman finds some good trout pools near
at hand. A six mile jaunt to Wallagrass stream places him over
some fine pools, where the trout are big and gamy. Five miles
farther up Fish river and the fisherman comes to Eagle lake, followed by Square, Long, Cross and Mud lakes and their tributary

They're Past Masters of Ani;?lin1r.

waters, Dickey pond, King, Califomia, Demask, Daigle, and
Little and Big Goddard brooks. Here the fisherman has the
whole lower section of the Fish river region within easy reach
and here is some of the finest fishing for trout and salmon to be
had anywhere in the world. 'Tis only a short time since that two
square-tail trout weighing eight and a half and twelve pou11ds,
and two landlocked salmon weighing sixteen and twenty and a
half pounds, were taken from these waters. It is a lucky fisherman who gets fish of this size but there are many more big fish of
the same kind waiting to he caught in these waters. Fishing
begins as soon as the ice leaves and until late in the summer the
fish rise readily. All through the summer many fish are taken
and the fall fishing is very good.
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In St. Froid and Portage lakes there are lots of trout and they
grow about as large as they do anywhere. There are some excellent side trips to be made here too, Bireh stream, the two branches
of the Reel river, Mosquito brook, and farther up the river,
Furgeson, Mocassin, Hat, Mud, Carr and Hour Glass ponds, Fish
lake. and others offering fine trout fishing.

Along the St. John and Allegash.
When one is canot•ing along the St. .John and Allegash rivers
he is always within reach of some excellent fishing. Pmctically
every tributary to these two rivPrs contains trout and below the

They Got 'Em With Grasshoppers.

many falls in the rivers themselvt•s, if one stops to fish, he will
very likely he rewarded by a catch that will surprise him. The
waters to be reachecl from these two great waterways are almost
innumerable and it is sufficie11t to say that 011e can fish almost
anywhere with success. These waters are far in the wilderness,
where few go except on canoe trips or to hunt, and conse<1uently
they are fished comparatively little.
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Fool 'Em " With.

It is a big proposition to undertake to tell the fisherman what
lure is best to use and when it is best to use it. Conditions in fishing are seldom alike and different conditions demand different
methods. Experience is by far the best teacher and a little
ingenuity of thought will often add many fish to the shrewd
angler's catch. A little observation is a mighty good asset in
fishing. Every experienced fisherman has his own methods,
which are a hobby with him and from which he will not depart
though his brother fisherman on the same pool by using different
methods is landing fish after fish. At another time the tables
might be turned. The novice at fishing may get many good
points out of so-called "fishing authorities" but a few trips with
a good guide will go much
farther toward making a fisherman of him.
The fellow who has fished
in Maine and has been "under
fire" with a big trout or salmon on, doubtless has ideas
of his own regarding tackle
and its use, but possibly the
few hints given here may be
a help to the man who is a
stranger to Maine waters or
perhaps is takiug his first
fishing trip.
Unless you have your own
rod and particularly if you
are going into the woods to
"rough it," you will do well
to get a nine foot steel rod.
Such a rod can be put to any
use, either bait or fly fishing,
and it will stand a heap of
rough usage. It will bend
and not break when it is
Sprin1ts of PureSt Water.
straightened, there arc no
joints to be rewound, and occasional soaping of the joints does
away with any difficulty in jointing or unjointing the rod.
Get a good silk line to start with. If you are going to troll
for trout or salmon you'd best get a No. 5 braided silk bass castiug line, 200 yards, and a good multiplying reel to hold it. If
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you are expecting to fly-fish, bait-fish or fish streams, 50 yards
of good oiled silk line is enough and the smaller reel is an
advantage. For ff y-fishing use a six-foot leader of the best salmon gut with loops. If you are to fish with hait a plain snelkd
hook or gut hook is sufficient. Hooks size() to 10 are best. As
regards flies to use there is a wicle field for choice. For salmon
the bt•st sm·t·ess seems to he hacl with the ,Jock Scott, Silver Doctor, Parmachenee Belle, Brown Hackle, Montreal and }{t·d
Ibis. Trout will take everything in your fly-hook at times and
another time will refuse everything. Several casts will show you
what the trout like, if any, and if they seem partial to any particular fly put 011 arwtlll'r of the same kine! and you'll very likely
get doubles. Sometillles the trout won't rise to a fly at all yet

Stream

Fishin~

is Greut Sport.

you know they flre there. Then let your flies sink three or four
foet helow the surface or catch n grasshopper HIHI put him on the
hook of your fly ar11l very often you'll get fl strike immediately.
For bait there's probably nothing that will heat the good oldfashionecl worm. But very often trout will take fat pork, a white
grub such as you find under a rottl'n log, or a c1·icket.
One of the very best baits for a trout is the eye of fl trout iti;elf.
Squeeze till' lll'ad of a fish you have taken just back of the eyes
and when the eye hulgt•s out nm your hook through the white
under part of the eye. Usually this will bring fl fish ar11l often
it will when no other bait or fly st•t•ms to attract them. A trout's
throat ar11l the pectoral fin also makes an excellent hait.
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It is a good plan to he very quiet when over or near a trout
pool for often the fish will take fright and will refuse to notice
any lure. If lake or pond fishing, anchor your canoe or boat
very easily and quietly. Anchor on the side of the pool away
from the sun so that your
shadow will not fall over the
pool when you cast. In flyfishing you must strike your
fish quickly, as soon as you
see him swirl, otherwise he will
spit out the artificial lure. In
bait fishing such quick striking
will often lose you a fish.
Trout in pools remind me of
A Fish Storyhens in a barnvard. You have
seen a fat hen get a crumb or a grasshopper "and run to one
side of the yard to cat it, away from the other hens.
A
trout seems to act the same way, taking the bait in his mouth and
running away from his fellows with it.
If you strike him when he is running
with the bait just inside his lips you
may pull the bait away from him,
whereas by waiting a moment until
he proceeds to swallow it at his leisure
you will hook him solidly.
Togue, or lake trout, take a minnow
reaclily and often will take a bare
In Three~poon.
For these fellows a large hook, snelled on heavy gimp,
is necessary. For pickerel the old red aIHl silver spoon with
three big hooks seems to work about as well as anything, for
they are greedy fellows and often
seem to strike more for the sake
of killing than for any call of
hunger. Black bass and white
perch will take pmctically everything a trout will and the same
tackle will do for them.
Finally: always fish down stream,
fishing authorities to the contrary
notwithstanding; never catch more
fish than you can use at the time;
put back all fish that don't reach
from the butt of your rod to the
Parts.
top of the reel se~t.

By J. Madison Taylor, A. B., M. D., PliilaJelpliia ,
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HE great north woods is the normal dwelling place of the
Anglo-Saxon race. No greater asset can be enjoyed by a
commu11ity than a huge natural woodland maintained in its
pristine integrity. Not only is such a territory invaluable for all
time as a source of lumber (provided it is administered economically) but also as a pleasure-grou11cl it is incomparable, and above
all it furnishes ideal co11ditio11s for restoring health in all sorts,
conclitio11s and degrees of physical arnl mental disability.
So deeply impressed am I with the forcefulness of this health
giving a11d rejuvenating potentiality that I urgently appeal to
the good sense of the citizens of l\laine that they shall leave no
effort u11expe11clecl to jealously hedge about with safeguards, legal
and corporate, the superb possession which is theirs. No difficulty should be put in the way of conserving all the natural
resources of their woocllarnls, their mountains, streams and lakes.
By doing so on rationttl, economic lines, not one interest will be
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sacrificed and all will he mutually benefited. Not only will the
owners of standing timber make vastly greater profits by joint
effort, by systematizing and enforcing wise forestry regulations,
but the farmer can and will flourish so much the better. The
lakes constitute natural irrigation reservoirs which need judicious
care. In all other states, not similarly equipped, it is already
shown to be imperative to build such flood basins without clelay.
These wonderful lakes and ponds form the basis of health forming delightful climatic conditions too well known to enlarge upon

\\'here Man Comes Into His Own.

here. Hon ..James G. Blaine, who in the last two years of his
life was my patient, used to wax eloc1uent upon the subject of the
natural resources of Maine, especially of her woodlands. He told
me (I speak from memory) that there were over six thousand
lakes and large ponds in the State of Maine. The number of
magnificent springs, of which the now famous Poland Spring is
merely a type, is practically unmeasurable. What boon is comparable to a practically inexhaustible supply of perfect drinking
water?
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But shall this supply be imperilled? Can any citizen of Maine
contemplate with indifference the possibility of this primordial
condition of health and material prosperity becoming lost? Let
the fact be faced squarely. This is the crux of the whole matter,
viz., this unique water supply. Let graft, selfishness, political
bickerings proceed far enough and some day the State of Maine
will be like one vast burnt-over territory-bleak, hideous, scarred,
almost uninhabitable.

The Old Landing at AmbAJeius.

Believe me, citizens of Maine, the pivotal point of your rugged,
splendid, virile prosperity is in your forests and streams. Guard
them as you would your hearthstones, the sacredness of your
family altar.
Your riches in this respect are still wonderfully great but are
being sadly encroached upon, gravely imperilled. Some years
ago I undertook a walking trip through that most glorious and
beautiful region made famous over fifty years ago by Thoreau,
the \Nest Branch of the Penobscot. It was early in October. An
old friend of mine, woodsman, farmer and mason, Everett Salisbury, besought me not to go there in the hunting season because
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of the very real perils from careless men armed with rifles. I
had, however, myself hunted in various parts of Maine and was
fully alive to the clangers from reckless hunters. During the
whole of two weeks spent in and about Mt. Katahclin I I1ever
heard the sound of a gun except once and then under perfectly
safe conditions. I was then surprised to note how little had the
original ('()IHlitions of the woods been changed fro111 Amb1~jejus to
Nesowadnehunk. So too can it be said of many other regions
supposedly overrun with hu11ters. The woods are large, roomy,
impressing one unceasingly with their vastness, their healing
isolation, always with their vitalizing wholesomeness.
It has been shown by my friend Major Charles E. Woodruff
(surgeon U. S. A.) that the very best place possible for the
blonde race to maintain the highest measure of health is under
the conditions of their normal habitat, the cool, shady woods.
Whenever man suffers from those ailments characterized hy
Wordsworth as, "the world too much with us," overwrought by
effort, by strains, by the countless exhausting influences of competition, the demands of civilization, there is no place where he
can so surely, so swiftly nncl so completely regain his energies,
his endurance, his philosophy, his sanity his moral force, as by a
sojourn in the north woods. This ~tatement is tantamount to a
working nxiom. Not only have I sent many overwrought men
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and women into these Maine woods, who now call them ancl me
blessed for their deliverance, but I have seized every opportunity
which I could make mine to myself do likewise. I number
among my cherished friends many men and some women met all
over the north woods. My chief joy is to get back among them.
Till my bones are so aged as to refuse to carry me, till my feet
grow so tender I can no longer wear that best of garments the
moccasin, I shall make every. effort to get back to those dim

This Cahin is a Cosy Woods Home.

aisles, those healing springs and streams ancl those delicious woodland odors, some part of every year. Ancl, please God, for a longer period each time. What is two weeks? When a man is past
fifty he needs at least a month,-when past sixty over two
months,- when past seventy, three full months; in a tent, before
an open fire, dreaming the bright dreams of youth, regaining the
verisimilitude of boyhood, in sweet sleep, in sane appetites, in
recrudescences of power long thought to be lost but always dormant and reproducible under the boughs of primeval forests.
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Q F all the many ways of spending a delightful outing in the
Maine woods there is none that can equal that of a canoe
trip along one of the many wilderness waterways of this great
playground. No outing one can take in the Maine woods brings
one so close to nature as a canoe trip. Whether it be the West
Branch, East Branch, St. John, Allagash, Fish river, Pine ponds,
or any of a score of other routes that is chosen, the results are the
same; - days of traveling in the easiest going of all water craft,
the canvas canoe, in which travel is the poetry of motion; days
in which one glides along between banks lined in places with virgin timber, banks which are ever revealing new wonders, here a
blue heron on a jutting salHl-har, there a deer knee deep in the
water, close at halHl a musquash swimmi11g to his house beneath
the bank, turning a bend suddenly to put into flight a flock of
ducks or not infrequently a lordly moose taking a drink and a
bath. At noon on such days as these one goes ashore for a lunch
cooked by a fire of drift-wood and until you haYe hacl such a
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lunch as this you never can appreciate it, but once you have had
it you'll long for it often until you have another. A lunch of
trout, caught that morning as you came down the river and
broiled as a Maine guide knows how to broil them, served up to
you on a tin plate with the spots still bright on the fis~'s sides,
flanked by steaming potatoes and onions, fried together as only a
Maine guide knows how to fry them, these together with soda
biscuits or "johnny-cake," all washe1l down with steaming hot tea,
the backwoodsman's drink, aJHI perhaps with a dish of juicy red
raspberries picked at the top of the river bank for dessert, make
a meal for which a king might knight his chef. Beside your
well-laden board i11 the city, with its silver and cut glass, such a

LoaJinic Canoes ot a B. & A. Station.

menu as this may not he appealing, hut come into the Maine
woods and take a canoe trip and inside 24 hours you'll have an
appetite before which plate after plate of this back woods fare
will vanish like magic.
It is impossible to describe the manifold 1lelights of such a trip
as this, for in the woods, free from all taint of civilization as expresse1l by lifo in the cities, seeing no follow creatures except those
of your own party and voyagers like yourself, you feel the freedom of the wild, the freedom to dress, live and act as you please.
Breathing the pure, ozone-laden air of the great north woods the
number of re<l corpuscles in your blood multiplies daily and you
feel their presence in increased energy, physical and mental. To
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you then fatigue is a stranger. Stopping at night in some sheltered spot on the river bank the guides speedily erect a lean-to
and, after a supper every part as delicious as the lunch which
preceded it, you sit for a time before the campfire and then turn
in on your "couch of new pulled hemlock, with the starlight on
your faces," to sleep that sleep which comes to those who voyage
on Maine rivers, a sleep devoid of dreams and restless tossings, a
sleep from which you awake with the feeling that, as the l\laine
guides appropriately express it, "you can lick your weight in
wild-cats," not that you focl pugnacious at all but feel able to
cope with anything.
A lady may make any of these canoe trips, with perfect safety

.. Grub Pi-i-le.''

and unalloyed enjoyment. The number of ladies taking these
trips is increasiug every year. Sometimes one meets a party cousisting of a whole family and again it is a score of boys from
some preparatory school, taking this way of passing a vacation.
Not the least pleasure of these trips, as of any trip in the Maine
woods, is the nurn her of really delightful people one meets and
the friendships thus begun last a lifetime, for there is no greater
freemasonry than that which one fouls in the woods.
There's a lot more good things to a canoe trip in the Maiue
woocls but you'll appreciate them more when you come awl
discover them for yourself. This article is aimed to help you
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Bon Voya2e."

pick your route. Every one of these trips is certain to be pro<luctive of healthy exercise, sport and instruction in those things
which pertain to the woods. The best way to take one of these
trips, atler you have chosen your route, is to write to some good
guide, you can get recommewlations of several hy writing any of
the camp owners nearest the starting point of your trip. If you
can han<lle a canoe you can make any of these trips without a
guide. If you want to save yourself the labor of building fires,
carrying the canoe on earries and the incidentid labor of the trip.
then take a guide. The guide furnishes the canoes, tents, cooking utensils and other necessary camp outfit, and his wages are
$:; per day for the full time he is engaged.
Now, if you have your <lufHc stowed we'll start.
The Penobscot W est Branch Trip.

One of the most popular canoe trips in Maine is that clown the
West Branch of the Penobscot from Northeast Carry to Norcross.
This is the most easily taken of all the trips. The course is about
eighty miles and unless one turns off for some of the side trips
the trip can easily he made in a week, while if one wants merely
the canoeing down the river the trip <·an he made in half the
time. To get all the good of the trip though one should give it
a week or even two, for there are some side trips here whid1
should not be missl'cl.
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Eleven hours from Boston takes one to Greenville and if one
leaves Boston at night he has his Pullman sleeper all the way and
breakfast in the dining car attached to the· Greenville train next
morning. At Greenville one can outfit with everything he needs,
then a delightful sail up Moosehead lake brings him to Northeast
Carry, where there are always the best of guides to be had.
It is usually a merry "get-a-way" from Northeast Carry on the
West Branch. There may very likely be other parties starting
at the same time and they'll be with you along the river, maybe
all the way, maybe turning off at Chesuncook to go through the
Allagash or East Branch country. Along the West Branch there
arc many camps, so that unless one prefers it there is no need
for camping out, a well set table and good bed being always
within reach.
The current is with you all the way on this trip and it is good
going. An hour's paddle from Northeast you pass the outlet
of Lobster lake and if you turn off and go up into the lake you'll
see one of the most beautiful bodies of water on the continent and
also get some good fishing. Ten miles down the river is .Joe
Smith's half-way house, famed in that region, and there'll be a
goocl dinner waiting for you there. You run through the Fox
Hole rapids and Moosehorn deadwater, past the mouth of Pine
stream and Pine Stream falls. once a mighty fall and one of the
worst places on the river for the river-drivers, hut now tamed and
at high water flowed out hy the hack flow of Chesuncook dam.
Before you now is the twenty mile stretch of Chesuncook lake

See That Giant's Paddle Bend.
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and all about is magnificent scenery. On the shores of the lake
are a number of camps, largest of which is the 'Suncook House.
On a high point is a graveyard, most of whose graves are marked
with a slah of wood or stone, covering the last resting place of
some riverman whose life paid part of the toll taken by the great
river from its conquerors every year and whose only monument
is the grove of pines whispering overhead.
A good side trip may be taken through the thoroughfare two
miles to Caribou lake, where there is some good fishing and hunting. At the foot of Chesuncook stands a masterpiece of the dambuilder, a timber dam nearly fifty feet high holding back the
waters of the whole West Branch above it.

No Wonder the Pup Wants to go Too.

If you should happen down the river during the driving season
the sight of the logs being sluiced through this dam and diving
through the rocky gorge hdow would be one of a lifetime.
Below Chesuncook is Hipogenus lake, three miles long, with
some excellent camps and side trips to Rainbow lake, Harrington
lake and Frost pond offering great sport in the way of fishing
nml hunting.
There is a dam at the foot of Hipogenus and below this dam
is the roughest three miles of water in the whole state and one
of the roughest to be found anywhere. The river flows between
rocky hanks, the solid ledge rising in many places to a height of
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more than 100 feet above the water. The water roars and tumbles through this rocky gash on the face of nature in a succession
of pitches, eddies, falls and rapids, in which great logs are sometimes split from end to end. Teams on the carry take the canoes
around while the canoeist takes the trail along the top of the
gorge ancl gets the benefit of the unparalleled stretch of "white
water." Through the gorge itself, the Heaters, the Arches, Ambajemackamus, the Horse Race and half a score of other pitches
the river runs swift to Sounlnahunk deadwater.
Below Sourdnahunk dam there is sometimes good fishing, some
fine trout ancl salmon being taken out of there. A short distance
below the dam Sourdnahunk stream comes in from the north and

This Ruck Had to Face the Camera.

the fishing possibilities up this turbulent stream have been fully
dwelt upon. Four miles down the river is Abol falls and the two
streams, Aholjackamegus a11<l Aholjackamegassic come into the
West Branch just above. From here, as from all along the river
below, a tine view of Mt. Katahdin is to be had. Ahol is a short
carry and on putting the canoes in again there are three miles
of good canoeing to Pockwockamus falls, where the canoes must
be shoulderecl again to be put into Pockwockamus deadwater.
Another three miles of good canoeing and Dl·bseoneag falls make
another carry necessary, the last carry of any length on the way
down.
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River Sentinel on Ripoirenus.

The canoes are put into the water again in upper Debsconeag
deadwater. Right here it may he saicl that the term "deadwater"
docs not mean all it implies. In the sense it has been used here it
merely distinguishes the quiet reaches of the river from the
rapids and falls. There really is no deadwater in the \Vest
Branch hctween Ilipogenus and Ambajejus, that is in the river
channel itself, and on the whole distance the eanoeist has the
benefit of a current varying from two miles to four miles an hour.
But to eome back to the trip. If you want to climb the highest
mountain in :\Jaine you have a fine opportunity when you are at
Aho!. One of the hcst trails up the mountain has its start here,
nine miles to the top. When on the top you are 5,~:W8 feet above
the sea. You have 11 view of nearly a hundred lakes and waterways and thousands of acres of forest, a view which cannot be
surpassed in America.
A short distance helow Dehsconeag foils on the left hank is
.Joe Francis' camp awl at the upp('r end of the long island on the
right is the entrance to the thoroughfare leading into first
Dcbseoneag lake. Herc n great vnricty of side trips is offen•d.
In first Dcbsconeag there is fine fishing and only a short distance
away are the Hurd ponds and Hainhow lake, famous fishing
waters, even more easily reached from St•emul Debsconeag, only n
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half mile from the first lake. From the second lake you go into
the third and from there if you like you can go across to the head
of Pemadumcook and take the steamer to Norcross or go up Jo
Mary stream and into the ,Jo Mary lakes.
If you do not turn asicle into First Debsconeag a two mile
paddle takes you to Passamagamoc falls where you must make a
short carry. Another mile and a half brings you to Ambajejus,
where you carry an eighth of a mile or, if there is a good pitch
of water, you may run the falls all(l come out into the head of
Ambajejus lake. From here you may take the steamer to Norcross, thereby saving a 14 mile paclclle in dead water and possibly
against a head wind. If you like you may turn aside at Amhajejus and make a short carry into Millinocket lake, in which
·vicinity there is good fishing and hunting.
Navi~atin~ Ea.st Branch Waters.

The canoeist who selects the Penobscot East Branch route has
before him about 1~0 miles of canoeing through the heart of the
Maine woods. Like the West Branch voyageur he launches his
canoe at Northeast Carry and from there to Chesuncook the trip
is identical with the West Branch. At the head of C'hesuncook
the canoeist turns off to the left, or north, ancl enters Umbazooksus
stream, up which he goes for nine miles a111l into Umhazooksus
lake. Two miles across the lake is Mud Pond carry, where there
is a good camp and tote teams to haul canoes across the carry.

Low Water Makes Hard Going.
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When the canoes are l,mnche<l into Mu<l pond the canoeist is
on East Branch water for the first time. It is less than three
miles through Mud pond and stream into Chamberlain lake aml
on entering this water the bows of the canoes are pointed toward
the sun again and sent through the thoroughfare into Telosmis
ancl Telos lakes. From Telos a good road runs across to Sourdnahu11k lake, only six miles away, and if the canoeist wants the

A Rough Place for Canoes.

greatest trout fishing of his lifo let him go over this road and wet
his line in Sourdnahunk. This is the nearest point to Sourdnahunk
by canoe.
On Telos there are camps an<l farms where the canoeist can put
up or get whatever supplies he may want. As planned hy the
Creator the waters of Telos flowed north into the Allagash aml St.
John but more than sixty years ago the Maine lumbermen built a
<lam between Chamberlain and Eagle lakes, thus turning the waters
of Chamberlain hack, and cut a canal from Telos into Webster
lake, so that Chamberlain lake and all waters south that formerly
flowed into the St. .John now flow into the East Branch. The
Telos canal is about a mile in length and with a good pitch of
water it may be run in a canoe.
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Webster lake is three miles long and when the canoeist has
reached its foot he is at the head of the roughest ten miles of
water on the trip. From \Vebster lake tu Grand Falls the waters
of the river play hide and seek between rocky walls, among
boulders, through log jams left the spring before, roaring, boiling
and foaming, until they finally take a fifty foot leap over the
falls. There is little chance of canoeing on this ten mile stretch
ancl it is better to send the canoes down by tote team all the way
from Tclos to Graml Falls, from whence it is a three-quarters of
a mile over Indian carry to the East Branch and good canoeing.
As may be judged, the scenery along Webster stream is wildly
picturesque, rivaling that of Ripogenus gorge.
After passing Indian carry it is good going for some distance
down the river. It is a short padclle into Second lake, four miles
Ion~, dotte1l with islands, shores heavily timbered and a range
of blue mountains far to the south. Along the four mile stretch
of river between ~~coJl(l a11<l Grand lakes you are very likely to
encounter deer ,rn<l not infrequently moose, feeding or drinking
in the strean . Grand lake,
four miles ]Jng, with towering cliffs c,n the north shore,
the great bumtland left by
the Trout brook fire, and Mt.
Katahdin looming up to the
southwest, offers some fine
scenery and also some big
trout all through the season
and some of the best big game
hunting in the country. If
you go through during big
game season stop a <lay or
two at Harvey's and try the
Trout brook hurntlan<ls or
any of the country around
there and you'll most likely
make a kill.
After leaving Grand lake
you have the narrow river
ahead of you all the rest of
the trip. From Grand lake
to Stair Falls there is five
Camping by the Wayside
miles of strong water which
can be run all right and is a pleasing diversion after the dead
water of the lakes above. Stair Falls may be run also if there
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is a good pitch of water in the river and if not the carry is only
an eighth of a mile. For two miles below Stair Falls it is clear
sailing through meadows where your camera may catch deer
or moose and then comes Haskell Rock pitch, where you'd
better carry, three-quarters of a mile. The next four miles is a
succession of pitches, the Grand Falls of the East Branch.
These pitches are known in succession as Pond pitch, Grand
--------------------~ pitch, the Hulling Machine
and Howlin
falls.
There
are reaches of
good water between them but
all the pitches
had best be
carried, with
the exception
of Bowlin
which may be
run. The next
fifteen miles
down river is
practically all
dead water, to
where the
Wissataquoik
stream comes
leave IfGrand
you
~::~~~~~~~~~~~!!:!!~~j in.
lake in the
A Buck the Camera Cauirht.

morning it is
an easy day's
trip to the favorite camping site at Monument line, three miles
above the mouth of Sebois river. It will pay to take a trip up
the Sebois, for game is very plentiful there, and you can reach
the East Branch ferry, just above the Wissataquoik, the same
night. It is a fine side trip up the Wissataquoik, for fishing or
hunting, going way to Katahdin, 1() miles, if you like.
The last leg of the course, 14 miles from the ferry to Grindstone, may be made in three hours if one is in a hurry. Whetstone falls, Burnt Land rips and Grindstone falls are encountered
on the way, Int these may all he run with a good pitch of water.
Carrying is advisable 011 low water, especially 011 Whetstone. At
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Grindstone you will fin<l a good hotel or you may catch the
south-bound express which will take you home and take your
canoes and guides back to Greenville.

Moose Are Stroni:- Swimmers.

Through the Allagash to Acadia.
The voyager on the Allagash trip follows the East Branch
route to the head of Chesuncook. Here he has the choice of two
routes, he may keep on the East Branch route and go into
Chamberlain lake or he may go up Caucomgomoc stream and
lake, take the Round pond carry into Allagash lake and then
go down Allagash stream into Chamberlain lake. It is best to
follow the East Branch route through Mud pond and on to
Chamberlain. The other route is likely to be a harder trip,
particularly if the water is low. But if one is not afraid of wading and carrying the Round pond and Caucomgomoc stream route
is likely to prove very satisfactory, for much game is always to be
seen along this route and also there is Allagash cave to explore.
Allagash cave is a big hole in the side of the mountain on the
left as one enters the lake from Round pond carry. One may
easily find it by the patch of burnt land on the opposite shore of
the lake and a spotted trail which has been blazed from the shore
of the lake to the entrance to the cave. Maine boasts of but few
caves an<l this Allagash cave is probably the largest and most
interesting. Its walls are slimy with ooze and it is peopled by
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The Entrance to Allagash Cave.

bats, lizards and other creatures which inhabit dark places. One
should take a lantern or pine torch and plenty of matches if he
sets ~ut to explore this cave and he will have an interesting
experience.
The Allagash trip is about 200 miles in length and at least
three weeks should he given it, while a month is not at all too
long to enjoy all there is to be had along this route in the way
of side trips and sport.
On reaching what was once the foot and is now the head of
Chamberlain lake, passing the dam which separates the Allagash
water from the East Branch, passi11g the log tramway which takes
logs from Eagle lake into Chamberlain and down the stream, the
canoeist arrives in Eagle lake. It is a good ten mile paddle to
the foot of Eagle and two miles of thoroughfare into Churchill
lake. Churchill is five miles long and at the foot is Chase carry,
a mile of rough water. It is a fine paddle of eight miles down
the Allagash to Umsaskis lake, where there are excellent camps
and true woods hospitality for the traveler. Umsaskis is four
miles long arnl two miles of rive!', good going, takes the canoes
into Long lake, a four mile stretch of dead water. From Long
lake it is a mile by the river to Depot lake and a mile across
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Depot, at the foot of which the canoes glide out into the river
again for ten miles of clear sailing to Round pond. There are
any number of good camp sites here and in the morning, after a
three mile paddle down the pond, the canoeist has seventeen miles
of clear river before him, at the end of which is Allagash falls.
A quarter of a mile carry takes the canoes around the falls and
after that comes smooth sailing. Twelve miles from the falls the
Allagash empties into the St. .John and here is the little village
of St. Francis. Fifteen miles down the St .•John, on the Canadian
side, is the little village of Connors, and eighteen miles from here
is Fort Kent, the northernmost terminus of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. Here one may take the train back to the hustle
and bustle of civilization or, as many do, continue on down the
river fifty miles to Van Buren, another terminus of the B. & A.
D own the Majestic St. John.

The St. John river canoe trip is the longest in the state; also
it is one of the best. From start at Northwest carry to the encl,
if it he Van Buren, this trip is over 230 miles in length. Through
the first half of this wilderness journey the voyageur passes through
a region which is visited by few persons other than the canoeists
who go through in summer and the lumbermen who ta1<e timber
from the virgin forests along the river valley. In this region

A Wise Old Man of the W:>ods.
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there are many stretches of forest in which no axe "chock" has
ever been heard, less it be the "chock" of trapper's axe as he
blazes his trails or the guide's as he gathers wood for the camp
fire. Few hunters penetrate this far, for it is a long way in and
a long way to get game out.

A Loic Round-Up; the Sortinic Gap.

The St. John canoeist starts from Seeboomook, Northwest
Carry, Mooseheacl Lake. It is but three miles across the carry
to the West Branch, putting the canoes in above the dam. Up
the West Branch ten miles to Gulliver's falls is good canoeing.
The falls may be ascended without trouble if the setting poles
are used skillfully and above are four miles of smooth sailing
until rough water is encountered again. Ascending this rough
water by diligent use of pole and paddle the canoeist reaches
Pittston farm, at the junction of the North and South Branches
of the Penobscot.
After leaving Pittston farm the canoeist is in the wilderness
until he reaches St. Francis. For this reason camping outfits,
cooking utensils and tents, if desired, must be taken on this trip,
the only one on which they are actually needed. There are ~5
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miles of river between Pittston farm Abacotnetic bog and a current to paddle against all the way, with wading over the shallows
and rocks if the water is low. The canoes must be carried two
miles from the bog to Sweeney brook and here the voyageur
strikes the first water of the St.•John watershed. The current is
with the canoeist all the way to Baker lake, four miles, and all
good canoeing with a fair pitch of water. Baker lake is about
three miles long and empties into the south branch of the St. John.

I

I

I

A View in Maine's Acadia.

The current of the south branch hustles the canoes along the
fourteen mile course to the main river and then the St. John runs
clear, 85 miles to the junction of the St. John and the Allagash.
Here and there on the way down river shallows and quick water
are encountered, but all of them may be run with safety if one is
quick with eye and paddle. From St. Francis the trip is identical
with that outlined for the Allagash and one may make the final
disembarkment at either Fort Kent or Van Buren, or if one
chooses, he may continue to run down the river until the city of
St. John is reached.
It is a fine trip down the St. .John from Van Buren to the
Grand Falls of the St. .John and the sight of this magnificent
fall well repays one for the trip.
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"The Click of Shod Canoe Poles."

On the Van Buren Circuit.
A canoe trip that is becoming more and more popular every
year is what is known as the Van Buren circuit, taking the
voyageur through Fish river waters, amid beautiful scenery and
through a country abounding in possibilities for sport with rod
and gun. The start is made at Van Buren, to which thriving
Aroostook town the canoeist may go on the vestibuled trains of
the B. & A. with Pullman sleepers, chair cars ancl dining car.
Or the voyageur who has come down the St. John may start in
at Van Buren when he leaves that river and take this trip through
Fish river waters.
From Van Buren a buckboard drive of twelve miles takes the
canoeist to the shore of Long lake. The drive is one of the most
delightful to be imagined, over a smooth road winding through
hard wo0<l growth. Long lake is a beautiful body of water. On
its shores are excellent camp sites, farms near at hand offer all
sorts of good things for the camp larder and the waters of the
lake yield splendid trout and salmon. An eight mile paddle
across Long lake lakes the canoes to the thoroughfare leading to
Mud lake, three-quarters of a mile away. On the left of the
thoroughfare is a fine camp site and the farm houses near by
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offer milk, butter, eggs and other good things. A small stream
which comes in on the right of Mud lake is a famous fishing
ground and a ca'it there will usually give you a fish 8upper or
breakfast.
Mud lake is two miles long and a mile of thoroughfare leads
into Cross lake. The stage road from Caribou to Fort Kent
crosses the thoroughfare at the head of the lake and one is assured
of good accommodations at the small woodland hostelry here.
There is good fishing in Cross lake and in Black and Daigle
brooks which come in on the right going down the lake. A four
mile paddle down Cross lake brings you to the thoroughfare and
it is a short half mile paddle into Square lake. On this lake there
are excellent sporting camps and fine camp sites, too, while the
fishing for trout and salmon is not to be surpassed anywhere at
certain seasons. On the four miles of Square lake and four more
of thoroughfare leading to Eagle lake excellent fly fishing may be
expected. Where three small streams flow into Eagle lake on the
south is a fine camp site and good fishing ground.
It is six miles clown the lake from this camp to Eagle Lake
station, where one may take the train back home if he has had
enough of voyaging, or continue three miles down the lake to Fish
river and down the river eighteen miles to Fort Kent, making
but two chort carries on the way. At Fort Kent there is much
of interest, this town having been settled by Acadian refugees in

On Fish River, Near Fort Kent.
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1755. Here one may take the train back home or launch his
canoe in the St. John and return by that route to Van Buren.
One may turn aside at Eagle lake and go through the thoroughfare to St. Froid and Portage lakes, in both of which there is
excellent fishing. Before starting down Fish river to Fort Kent
it is well to inquire if the river is clear of logs, which sometimes
block the channel.

On Aroostook Watt'rs.

Many Other Good Trips.
There are many other good canoe trips one may take in the
Maine woods. In fact the saying that one may go almost anywhere by water in Maine is true. The great northland is a net
work of waterways, connected by thoroughfares or so near together that only a short carry is necessary to take the canoe from
one to another. One very good trip for a short trip is that to
Pine ponds. One starts at Northeast Carry and goes down the
West Branch seventeen miles to Pine stream and up to the ponds,
where there is good fishing.
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Another fine trip is to Lobster lake, this trip also having its
start at Northeast Carry. A two hour paddle down the 'Vest
Branch brings the canoe to Lobster stream, which is the outlet
of Lobster lake. This lake is one of the most beautiful small
boclies of water to be found anywhere and also has some big trout
in it and good hunting around it.

A Case Where There was a Crowd.

Don't Forget the Cameras.
On all of these canoe trips the camera will be found almost as
much a part of the outfit as the paddles. E\·erywhere one looks
he secs something that will make a good picture. During the
canoeing season the <leer ancl moose arc all around the shores
of the lakes a11d streams and it will be surprisi11g if the camera
does 110t catch one of these denizens of the woods somewhere on
the roule. It is a fact that one party taking the Allagash trip
last season saw over forty <leer and moose 011 the way.

Photos, Please.
If vacationists who secure good photographs of Maine woods
scenes, especially of fish or live game, will forward copies of same
to the Passenger Traffic Manager, the favor will be appreciated.
An,v sit.e of prints are acceptable.

AND CONNECTION.';.

A Large Map of Northern Maine will be found in every B. & A. Time Table.

Reference Map of Canoe Trips in B. & A. Territory,
With Table of Estimated Distances from Point to Point
along each Route .

West Branch Trip. - 80 Miles.
Miles
Northeast Carry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Penobscot West Branch. . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 20
Chesuncook Lake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 18
Carry. ·• · ... ·· · · · .. · · ·· · · .. .. . . . . .. . . ..
'h
Ripogenus lake........ • . . • . • . . • • . . • . . . . . 3
Carry ............ · .. · · ... ··. .. • .. .• . . . . 3
Gulliver's pitch..........................
•;4
The H orserace . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2
Sourdnahunk dead water.... . . . .
2'h

~;,:r 8;.,;~~i,": :: : ::: : :: : : :: :. :: :: .'.'?. ~~~~
Carry ...•.... · ·. ·. · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · ..... ·

4

West Branch.......... . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
Carry . ... .. .. .. .. .... .... .... •.•.•• ....
Pockwockamus deadwater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carry................. . .. . . . .•• . . . . . . . .
Debsconeag deadwater. , •• . . .. •. . . . . . . ..

Miles
3
1..,

3 t3

2

:!

~~~ ~~~~~::::

: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
Ambajejus lake ...•....... , . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Perna umcook lake.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Twin lake . . . . . . . • . . . • . .

1
6
4
4

1/4

Allagash Trip. - 203 Miles.
M~

Northeast carry . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . •
Penobscot West Branch ........ ·•· • · ••••
Umbazooksus stream.....................
lake ................•......
"
CMaurryP.o·n·
.d. ·. ·.:::::::: :: : : :: :: :: :: : : :: : : : :
d
Outlet .•.. .. .. .... .... .... .•••.. .... ...
Chamberlain lake.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Carry . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . ........•. 10 rods
Eagle lake ...•... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. ·
Thorou~hfare ...... • ·. · · ...... · · • •. · • •
Churchill lake ........ ••·•· ... • .. •·••.•··

2
20
9

1

~

1
6
12
2
5

M~

Chase's carry ...............•.•.....•••• , 1
Allagash river ...•..••.........••.•••.• 10
Umsaskis lake ..................... , . . . . 5

~ll:~~=~°,i~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Roun d Pond . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
River to Alla1l3Sh falls •................. :
Carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allagash river.... . .....................
St. John river to Connors .............
St. John river to Fort Kent ..............
St. John river to Van Buren ..........•..

5

10
3
l,i
t,.

1:1
12
18
50

East Branch Trip. - 118 Miles.
Miles
Northeast Carry .... · ·.•• . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • 2
Penobscot West branch ..•.•............ 20
Umbazooksus stream . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .. 9
U mbazooksus lake . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . • . • . . . ~

~t~:lp-~~.:i: :::::::: ·.::: ·. :: : :·.:: :: : :: : : :: : 1
Outlet .....•...•...... ···· ···· ···· ·· .... 1
Chamberlain Lake ... · · ................. · 5
Thoroughfare ..... • · · • ......... · . . . . . . . . 3
Telos lake ..... · •• · · ·• · · · · · · . · ·. · · · · .. · · 5
Canal ........... ·. · · · · .. · · · • • · · · · ·. · • · · 1
Webster lake ....... · •. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
"
stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10

Miles
Indian carry ...•.......•....•... , . . . . . . . .
3 :I
~enobscot East branch. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 2
Second lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 4
East branch . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 4
Grand lake . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
East branch to Stair falls..... . . . .
5
Carry . . . • . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . ....... 40 rods
East branch . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 2
Carry . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
s4
Quick water and falls . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 4
East branch to WissataquoiK •............ 15
East branch to Grindstone . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 14

Van Hurt:n Circuit. - 111 1\1 iles.
Miles
Wagon road ..•.•. •• •• · · ·· · · · · ···. ··•· · · 10
Long lake ........ · · · ·. · ·· · · · · · · ·. · •· • 8
Thoroughfare ........ • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
8,4
Mud lake ...• ·· ·• · · •·•· ···· •·· ·· ·· · ·. ·· · 2
Thoroughfare .. • ·• • · · .. · · · · · · · ·. · ·. · . · · · 1
Cross lake ......... •••••·••·········· •·· 4
1~
Thoroughfare . · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · · ·
Square Lake ... · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4
Thoroughfare .. • • · · · · · · . · · . · • • • • • • · · • • · • 4

Miles
Eagle lake to station. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Lake from station to river.......... . . . . .. 3
Fish river ............•........•........ 14
Carry . . . . . • . • • . . .............•. 50 rods
Fish river
. . . ... . . . . . . ..........
2

~\'s7ri·~;;

~o~~

•:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·: '.1?.
St. John r Van Huren.. . . ..... .. .. .. ...

2

r,o

Allagash Lake Trip. - 99 1'1ilt:s.
Miles

Miles

f;~~~~~~~l~ l~k°.,'.t·r·i~.'.~.~~'.1'.~~~'.~i-~ late.

~~~d'!.,~e~~· ::: . ::: ::::::: :::::. :: :: : :::

Allagash stream .....•...•.••• • · · · .• · ... · 7
Allagash lake .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··. · · ··• 4%
Carry ....•..••......•.• · · ..... · · · · ... • 3

Caucomgomoc lake.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • 4
Caucomgomoc stream.... . . . . .. .• . . .
12
Return from Chesuncook by \Vest branch route

l

Pint: Ponds Trip. - 27 Miles.
Northeast Carry ........ 2 miles

Penobscot West branch, 17 miles

Pine Stream .......••. 8 miles

St. John Trip. - 231 Miles.
Miles
Northwest Carry . · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · 3
W est branch to Gulliver's falls .......••.• 10
W est branch to Rig Island.... ........... 4
W est branch to Jct. N. and S. branches.·· 2
North branch to Abacotnetic bo11; .....•• • • 2.'i
Carry .. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . . . 2

S

Miles

R:k:~i!k~r~~~ ::::.:::::::::::::::::~ ::: ~112

St. John south branch ................... 14
St. John river to Allagash
....•.• 85
From here follow Allagash route.

H er Majest y's W oodla nd Bath.

"Efere's to the State o/ Jfaine, the lt111d <>/the bluest skies, the grem,·st earth,
the richest air, the slrt111.1;est t111d, what is /l;tt,·r, tht• sturdit:st men; the .fairest t111d,
what is best o.f t1/I, the truest women 1111d,·r fh,· sun.'"

•

HoN. THOMAS BRACKETT RF.En .

By N. Howland Brown, Philadelphia.

W

HERE to go in Maine is often a perplexing problem, especially to the angler who is looking forward to his first
fishing trip to the Maine woods. The multitude of attractive
places offered by the guide books, the alluring advertisements of
the many sporting camps and the conflicting advice of friends
who have been there and know, all have a tendency to leave the
mind of the novice in a state of perplexed uncertainty. \\ihile
of course the matter of good fishing is paramount, the question
of comfortable camps must Riso be considered Rnd if the tourist
be a lover of nature, the natural beauty of the country and the
bird and animal life arc points of special interest, for the occasional glimpse of a deer or moose, of a red fox or a brood of
downy young partridges, adds greatly to the enjoyment of the
trip.
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As a matter of fact, good fishing, comfortable camps and
abunda11ce of game are to be fou11d almost everywhere alo11g the
line of the B. & A. IL R., as the writer can testify after an experience of ten seasons spent in central and northern Mai11e, but for
a locality combining all the advantages above mentioned, he knows
of no region which equals that lying east of Moosehead Lake.
This section may be reached by way of Katahdi11 Iron Works and
a twelve mile drive over a rough loggi11g road, or from Mooseheacl lake through Lily hay arnl Roach river, the latter route
being mostly preferred as being less rugged.

It's a Fin" View From This Camp.

Here nature seems to have clone everythint{ possible for the
pleasure and entertainme11t of her guests , Approaching from
Lily bay the traveler is attracted by tht sharp peak of White
Cap, with the White Cap range stretching away to the horizon,
its wooded slopes sweeping down to the shores of the West Branch
po11ds. South of this the huge mass of Baker mountai11 rises to
the height of over :moo feet above the sea, its eastern face gashed
by the great land slide which occurred some years ago. Still
farther south is Elephant mountain, a well known landmark to
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all voyagers on Moosehead lake, its great Elephant Head looking

to the west over Moosehead lake and Greenville and to the east
over Horseshoe pond.
To the eastward are Little Baker an<l Indian mountains and a
large number of lesser elevations. Through this region winds
the valley of the Pleasant river, a most picturesque stream, especially that portion of it known as The Gulf, where, in a rocky
canyon some three miles long, the river breaks through a low
chain of hills. The sides of the canyon are perpendicular, from

The Pond Reflects Baker's Scar.

fifty to one hundred feet in height, and at their base the river
foa ms and roars, forming many beautiful cascades and dark deep
pools.
One of the most charming features of this country is the large
number of lakes which nestle in the valleys among the mountains,
many of them teeming with trout and affording the rarest of
sport. While the fish in these waters are not of the largest size,
what they lack in size they make up in number and the angler
may be sure of securing all the fish from nine to twelve inches in
length which any decent sportsman can desire.
0
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Fording Pleasant River.

Should the tourist decide to enter this region from the east, he
will leave the train at Katahdin Iron Works. Here a buckboard
is engaged and the journey continuetl up the valley of the Pleasant river to Freese's. To one who has never ridden in a buckboard over a rough mountain road the experience will be thrilling.
For the first five miles the road is good, win<li11g at first along
the shores of Silver lake, then through long stretches of white
birches and further on through open glades along the river bottom with glimpses here and there of the river and of the mountain range!'.! in the distance. Seven miles from the Iron Works the
road abruptly leaves the low lands ancl ascends a low range of
mountains. Here it is that the nerve of the traveler will be tested
to its utmost. Over rocks as large as hogsheads, over stumps and
logs ancl into chuck holes up to the hub, the buckboard pitches
with the passengers clinging to the seats and wondering how long
any vehicle can hold together under such a strain. Here and
there a corduroy bridge is crossed, the horses picking their way
over the loose, rolling logs in a manner which excites the wonder
and admiration of the uninitiatc<l. Up and up the road winds
until the summit is reached and then down it pitches, in one place
with a drop of sixty feet over a smooth rocky surface ns sleep as
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a roof. The buckboard has no brakes and before the passengers
can comprehend how the descent is to be made, the horses have
dropped on their haunches and holding back as best they can,
the horses, buckboard and all slide furiously to the bottom of the
grade. Thus the journey is continued and the road, though
rough, is never monotonous and the trip for any one fond of the
woods is most enjoyable.
Deer are frequently seen and on a
recent trip the writer observed two foxes trotting leisurely along
the road some distance ahead of the horses.
Having arrived at Freese's the traveler is assured of a hearty
welcome, most comfortable quarters and what is of the greatest
importance, excellent fishing. In his fishing the angler is not
confined to one spot but may visit a different locality each day
for a week and find each so good that he knows not which to
choose. The popular trip, however, from Freese's is to Horseshoe
pond, not only famed for its fishing but as one of the most beautiful spots in the state of Maine. A tramp of three miles over a
spur of Indian mountain brings one to its shores. Here two log
cabins have been erected as a temporary shelter for fishermen in
case of storms. The pond is surrounded by forest clad moun-

Many a Trout Has Been Taken I-lere.
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fa.ins. On the west, rising directly from the lake, is Elephant
mountain; 011 the south, Green llidge stretches in an unbroken
line; on the east is Indian mountain, while to the north "Old
Baker" rises far above the others.
If the <lay is goo<l and the season right, the angler will here
fi1Hl a fisherman's paradise. The fish rise most freely to a fly in
all parts of the pond awl the only difficulty experienced is to keep
the catch down to proper proportions. The flies most favored
are the Scarlet I bis. Parmachenee Belle, Montreal, Preston and
.Jenny Lind. So plentiful are the fish that it is common to take
two at a cast.

A Bit of Picturesque Gulf Ha2us.

Toward evening the larger fish appear in greater numbers an<l
it is a sight to set any fisherman 's blood tingling to see one of
these big fellows rise to a fly; with silver sides, ('rimson fins and
orange throat flashing in the sun, he will leap two feet in the air
an<l drop head first on the moving !me.
Next to Horseshoe pond in favor is .Mountain Brook pond,
which has the distinction of affording good fishing even in August.
Here the trout are, if anything, more plentiful and more hrilliantly marked than in Horseshoe pond, hut are smaller, seldom
running over nine or ten inches in length.
After fishing Horseshoe, Mountain brook, the two Little Lyford
ponds which are near the <·amp, 1111d enjoying a few days stream
fishing, ample opportunity for whieh is offered on the ten mile
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stretch of the Pleasant river, the angler may continue his journey
six miles further to Big Lyford pond where are situated Big Lyford camps. Good fishing may here be had both in Big Lyford
lake and in upper Roach river, some three miles distant.
Two miles farther to the north are the West Branch ponds.
Here at the second pond is the famous Slaughter Pen, a lagoon
or pocket into which empty the cool waters of Slaughter brook,
and where on warm days the trout from the lake congregate in
great numbers. If the pool is approached carefully so as not to
frighten the fish, great catches of trout may be made, several hundred often being taken from the pool in a single <lay.

They Have no Fear of Wet Feet.

In this short account of "A Trip Along the Pleasant river" it
has been possible to mention hut a few of its many favorite fishing grounds and. poin~s of interest. So varied, however, are the
attractions of this reg10n that whether the traveler be an ardent
fisherman, a student of nature, or mountain climber, he will here
find ample opportunity to indulge in his favorite pastime to his
heart's content.

T Oalmost every man with good red

blood in his veins the
woods means hunting. It is further proof that the taint
of the savage instincts of our ancestors still lingers with us. The
cave-men sallied forth with their clubs and slings, or made rude
traps for their game: The red I ~l<lian fo~.nd his bows and arrows
effective and even killed deer with a kmfe made of the horn of
one of their own kind. The hunter of today has more effective
arms, rifles which will kill almost as far as the reel man ('Ould see
his game, rifles which spit out their death-dealing pellets by the
half dozen in less time than the Indian could string 1w arrow to
his bow. The cave-man and the reel man were actuated hy dif'..
ferent motives in killing their game than the hunter of today.
To them the hunt was necessary to provide meat but to the hunter
of today, unless he he a woo.dsman situated as _the Indian was, the
hunt is a means of recreation, a sport that 1s never lacking in
excitement to make the hunter's nerves tingle am! his blood
course more rapidly through his veins.
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:For many years Maine has been known as a great hunting
ground. The success which hunters have had in this great game
region is shown in the number of moose, deer, bear and caribou
heads and rugs adorning dens and club rooms, hotel corridors
and offices, all over this great country. Since the Bangor & Aroostook railroad pierced the great north wilderness fifteen years ago
the hunter has been able to reach hunting grounds which before
that time could be reached only by arduous trips through the
woods, fording streams in which ice already had begun to form
and packing food in for many miles. In consequence of the

A ShipmPnt of Game at Masardis.

builcling of the railroad the number of hu11tcrs going into this
region has increased yearly and the amount of game killed has
increased also.
One has but to scan the list of big game shipments over the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad since 18!).5 to see what a great game
region this road penetrates. In the year 1895 the game shipments amounted to 1581 deer and 112 moose. From then on the
shipments i11creasecl every year until in ] 902 the highest figure
was reached, 44~).5 deer a11cl 224 moose. This was Maine's greatest game year. Since that year the shipments of game have
averaged alo11g with the few years preceding ] !)02. These figures
show only those deer and moose which were shipped over the road
hy visiting sportsmen. No account is, or very well could be, taken
of the great number of deer ILIHI moose killed and consumed in
the woods ancl killl·d by farmers living near the woods.
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From this one may think the game is being killed off, but when
one takes a trip through the Maine woods and meets with scores
of deer and moose he will speedily change his opinion. Both
deer and moose change their feeding grounds as their inclination
leads them, so that while this year deer or moose, pa1ticularly
deer, may be very plentiful in one section, they may be miles
away another year. Thus a hunter who finds deer scarce where
he found them plentiful the year before naturally thinks the deer
are decreasing very rapidly, hut at the same time his friend on
another township has no difficulty in getting all the game the law
allows him.

After the Snow Comes.

Deer hunting in Maine begins October 1 and for the first two
or three weeks of the season many deer are killed about the shores
of Jakes and streams and in the clearings and meadows where
they have had their feeding grounds during the summer. After
the middle of October the deer are traveling a great deal and it
is then that the big bucks and does fall to the hunter. From this
time on practically the only way to .get a d~er is by still-hunting
and this is the cream of all sport with the nfle.
In still-hunting the hunter must pit his senses against the far
more alert and sharper senses of his game. His only advanhige
is the man-cunning and the rifle with which he may kill his game
as far as he can see it. Even these advantages are often of little
count when arrayed ngainst the cunning of some of these old
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Tv.o Bucks; Two Does; Twenty Grouse.

bucks aml docs. \Vhen the leaves ancl underbrush are dry, as
they are in the early part of the season, still-hunting is hard work.
Every cracking twig serves as a danger signal for the game and
the hunter must prnceecl at a snail's pace, careful of where he
places his feet so as to avoicl sticks which may crack, and eyes,
ears and trigger finger ever on the alert for the sight of the white
flag which so often is the hunter's reward for hours of stalking.
The late October rains soak the leaves a11d underbrush and
make still-hunting much hettl'r and when the first snow comes
the still-hunter is in his l'lement. There is no hunting to be
compared to that of stalking a deer on the first snow. The Vshaped track is never to he mistaken. It shows the hunter where
his game went within a few hours aucl taking the trail the hunter
at once is transformed. Every nerve on the alert, eyes scanning
every clump of black growth, ewry blow-down and every thicket
which might give cover to a deer, he follows the trail. If the
trail is fresh the excitement is the greater. There is no telling
when that lithe brow11 body may dart from C'OVer with white flag
waving defiance. The hunter's nerve must he equal to meeting
that sudden rush which tells him the deer has broken cover and
then it must he a steady hawl and quick eye which trains the
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sights on that flying brown body arn\ sends the pellet of lead on
its death-dealing mission. When a man has killed his deer in
this manner he may call himself a hunter. The largest of the
bucks and does are the reward of the still-hunter, bucks weighi11g
nearly 300 pounds and with splendid antlers, and does often
weighing 200 pounds and over. Such is the hunting one gets in
Maine.
The moose, that antlered monarch of the northland, is the
largest antlered game to be found in America today, and in Maine
this great animal is found in sufficient num hers to make hunting
him one of the greatest attractions the Maine woods holds for the
hunter. These great animals, standing higher than a large horse
and weighing more than 1,000 pounds in many cases are killed
by the hundred in Maine every fall. Their number has diminished
in recent years but within the last year or two some sections of
the state have been favored with a marked increase in the moose
census. This increase is probably due to the immigration of moose
from New Brunswick and Canada between the border of Maine
and the St. Lawrence river. This immigration lacks explanation,
except that the moose travel in search of new feeding grounds,
but it seems to be an assured fact.

Brin1tin1C in the Game.
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Some of the largest moose on record have been brought out of
the Maine woods in years past aml many heads of near record
size are taken out of this great game region every foll. It is the
height of ambition of most hunters to get a moose yet few hunters
hunt moose alone. They hunt deer ancl always with the hope of
getting n moose, hut it is one good hd that if a man comes to
Maine for a moose and wants a moose above all other game, he
need have no great difficulty in getting it.

The Death of a Monarch.

One may run onto moose anywhere in northern Mnine, for they
are widely scattered, hut if he would be sure of a moose let him
go into what is assuredly moose country. Such country is that
to he reached from Norcross, lying to the west of Katah<lin.
Within a radius of twenty miles of Mt. Kalahclin is probably the
greatest moose country in Maine toclay, as it was for caribou ten
years ago. In fact the whole section of the state lying between
Chesuncook lake on the southwest and the Machias river on the
northeast is a great moose region. One may go into this region
from Patten awl strike excellent moose hunting all along the
Seboois river, clear through to il'i headwaters, striking from
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Upper Shinn pond over to Cut lake an<l Mrnl lake, famous country
for moose, going to Grand lake, East Branch, and from there
striking Third lake and the great region around Trout brook.
Going in from Masardis too and striking the great Oxbow country.
Take it straight, that if a man goes into this country and hunts
moose he will be well rewarded.
In a moose country it is easier to get a moose than to get a
deer. Once on the track of a moose the hunter should succeed
in bringing him down. The senses of the moose seem not to be
as sharp as those of a <leer and the hunter can often get a shot at
a moose without alarming the animal at all. Many a moose has
been run to death on the first snow. The endurance of these animals is not great and the hunter who takes his knapsack full of
food, plenty of matches an<l a hunting axe, and camps on the
trail of a moose, is pretty certain to get his moose within four
days, seldom traveling more than fifteen miles a day, and have a
hunting story which his friends will find hard to equal. The
moose will not stop to eat or drink while the man is on his trail
and at the encl of three days of this sort of thing the moose is so
exhausted that the hunter finds hi Ill easy meat.
There is something about killing a big black bear which makes
the hunter feel better
even than if he had
killed a big moose
hut the mnn who
shoots a black bear is
lucky, not because
bears are scarce, for
they are rather plent i fu 1 in Maine, hut
because the black bear
is about the smartest
animal that travels the
woods. These great
fellows, weighing
nearly 500 pounds in
many cases, have
marvelous senses of
sight, smell and hearing, so that they
ustrnlly get out of the
way before the hunter
sees them, an<l for all
his apparent clumsiThe Modern Diana.
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They Found Good Huntinll' on the Snow.

ness the black bear will get out of the way with far less noise
tha~1 a dee~· of .one c1uartcr his weight. Bears are plentiful in
:\lame, havmg lllcrcascd rapidly since the state bounty was removed 11 number of ye1trs ago. Scores of them arc trapped every
year a111l many fall to rifles in the hands of visiting hunters who
arc fortunate enough to get n shot at them while the big fellows
arc after nuts or pulling old logs to pieces for the grubs concealed
in the rotten wood.
For other game wearing fur the hunter is always in the way of
shooing 11 fox, of which the red, grey awl blnck varieties are
found in Maine in considl'rahlc numbers. Often too he will surprise a mink or otter or fisher along the shores of the streams,
and the lx>h cat und his long llllirecl cousin, the lynx, often cross
the hunter's trail.
In the gre1t t north woods there arc thousands of partridges, or
ruffed grouse, and spruce partridge. For the man with the shotgun these birds furnish uncqualll•d sport, but hundreds of par-
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tridges are killed with the rifle. That sounds queer to the man
who hunts grouse in the brush near civilization, but in the great
north woods a good shot may kill many a bir<l by shooting his
hea<l off with a rifle. Many flocks of <lucks, black <lucks, mallards, shell<lmkes and also wilcl geese, haunt the lakes and ponds
all summer, and some great <luck shooting is to be ha<l in the fall
when the hig flocks stop on their way from their summer feeding
grou11<ls around the St. Lawrence an<l Labrador waters. Woodcock a11cl snipe also abound in some sections and the hunter who
wants some good shooting of this ki11<l will fin<l it here.
Scanning the list of big game shipments from northern Maine
one may see where the game is shipped from and these stations
from which the game is shipped arP the gateways to great game
regions. 011e may take his choice of any of these places, Greenville, Norcross, Patten, Grindstone, Masardis, all these a11<l all
stations between an1l beyond will let the hunter into a country
where one is sure to get game. Greenville, Norcross, Masardis
awl Patten are the gateways to the great game regions and consequently the shipments from these stations arP larger than from
those statio11s which are the outlets for less territorv. From
Gree11ville is shipped that game which comes out fr~m all the
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country beyond M oosehead
lake, Chesu11cook, Ripogenus
a11CI Caribou lake. Norcross
is the outlet of the West
Branch cou11try below Hipoge11us. P1tttcn is the shipping
point for game from the great
country to the n01th, Seboois,
Trout Brook and as far away
as Sourdn1thun k lake. Masardis is the outlet for the great
Oxbow cou11try. Grindstone,
Stacyville a1Hl Crystal arc the
A Partridire Nest.
gateways to some fine game
country and the game shipmenl<i from these stations are always large. At any of these
stations and a score of others the hunter may alight and be fairly
sure of his game.
When you are going hunting, if you are making your first
try at Maine big game and don't know just where to go, drop
a line to any of the camp owners in the section that looks
good to you and they will tell you what the chances arc for
getting your bag of game, tell you the conditions and tell you
when to come.
Laws for Hunter and Fisherman.

Owing to the fact that the Maine legislature may make changes
in the iish and game laws subsequent to the publication of this
book the laws governing the fisherman and hunter are not printed
in the hook hut will he issued in pamphlet form hy the Bangor
& Aroostook railroad immediately aft<•r the dose of the legislative session, thus embodying any changes which may be made.
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By Hon. Edmond A. Whi1man, Cambrid11e, Mass.

THE second

highest mountain in New Englancl, counting the
Mt. Washington mass as one mountain, Katahdin lifts its
stately head 5~68 feet above the level of the sea. As the broad
West Branch of the Penobscot flowing by il<; base is at that point
hardly more than 600 feet above the sea, the climb of 4700 feet
from the river to the summit calls for more exertion than even
Mt. Washington itself, and nowhere on that crown of New Hampshire can he fi.nmd so long and steep a climb as that up the
northwest slide on its Maine sister. Rising as it does thus steeply
from a vast plain studded with lakes, it until recently has been
"so inaccessible that it is remote even to New Englanders," to
quote the phrase of a writer in Appalachia some twenty-five
years ago.
The Labor Day excursion of the Appalachian Mountain Club
was directed to a reco1H1uest of this peak. Early in the morning
the train of the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroacl clischarged the
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party at the foot of the South Twin lake, where, after a substantial breakfast at Capt. Willey's hotel, the party boarded the
steamer for the journey to the Debsconeag Outing Camps, the
headquarters of the party for the trip. Here the two main buildings are built of peeled logs. One of them is used as a general
club or meeting room, \\ ith its open fireplace and some sleeping
accommodations, a111l the other is given up to the dining room
and kitchen. At a. little distance and scattered through a grove

Little Nial!'ara. Sourdnahunk Stream.

of fine trees, arc smaller log huts or sleeping loclges, with a few
tents, where two or more may he given the privn<'y of separate
rooms. The camps are some hundred and fifty feet ahove the
surface of the lake and extensive views are had over the stretches
of water and forest to the distant hills lwyond.
The next morning we were aw11kenPd hy the sound of raindrops on the roofs, which offered us a "quiet Sunclay" in camp.
Unfortunately, the indications the following morning were for a
quiet Monday in camp as well. Tuesday hrought no clearing up
showers or anything else in the line of clearing, and the impatient
party decided to make its start Wednesday for the mountain, where
a camp and guicles hacl been awaiting us since Sunday. The
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morning saw us in canoes again paddling up the river with short
carries around two falls until we reached the mouth of Katahdin
stream, some three miles from the camp on the mountain side.
There we lun ched and shouldered our packs for the afternoon
tramp. H ardly had we entered the woods when the rain, which
had held up during the morning, began to fall and for more than
two hours we marched upward through the steadily falling drops.
Rubber blankets finally succumbed to the drench and a wet and

A Ju111 on Allagaoll 1':1llo.

hcdrnggle<l party reached the camp just before nightfall. Mr.
Garland, however, rose to the occasion and produced in the woods
hard hy a cl~>sed camp of peeled log~ with ht>ds for eight, to
which the lacltes were sent and there with a stove, behind closed
doors, they soon dried them'>elves to comfort. This division of
the party gave larger quartl'rs in the tents for the men and as the
rain ceased at sunset and dry wood started a roaring hlaze, all
were soon dr.y allCl. partook. of a cou~·se d!1111er beginning with
soup and endmg with two km<ls of pie winch were triumphs of
camp cookery.
The morning was still wet, but we decided to trust the barometer and began the climh to the top. Up we went for half a mile
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through the woods. Then, emerging on to the slide, we began a
climb that for length and steepness is not equalled in New England. Fortunately for our courage, nothing above us was visible
heyoJHl the very next boulder, ancl gusts of drizzling rain frequently obscured that. At the head of the slide, nearly two
thousand feet above the camp, we came upon a tangle of huge
rocks, over and under which we scramhk·cl for half an hour, reaching at last the edge of an extensive table land. Here a cold wind
chillccl us through wet clothing and even Mr. Garland's luncheon,
where cans of roast chicken and jars of strawberry jam gave an
added flavor to the bread and butter, could not warm us. Here

On !he Slide, Mt . Katahdin.

we were, forty-five hundrC"cl feet above the sea, soaked and cold
ancl with about the same view we woulcl have Imel in the ice house
at the camps. Some Juul already descended; others would have
clone so but were too cold to move.
Then the wonderful happened. A suclclen shift in the wincl,
ancl like magic the clouds aml mist clriftecl away ancl the warm
sun shone. One peak after another appeareil from the cloud and
soon the whole mountain was clear. Below us, to the southward,
stretched a country glittering with lakes ancl to the westward billowy mountains tumblccl after each other out of the fog. The
atmosphere, washed clean hy the rain, fairly sparkled in the sun.
Like Xenophon's ten thousand, the whole party started across the
plain, calling "The top, the top!" which now was in full view
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towering above us half a mile away. We soon were over the
plain and climbed the remaining six or seven hundred feet and
there another marvel was spread out below us. A vast basin or
amphitheatre, two thousand feet in depth, dropped precipitously
from our feet. The rocky sides, glistening in the sunlight in the
fresh rain, shone out blue and purple, while the scanty vegetation
which clung to the slopes gave patches of green and gold. To
the east a narrow ridge ran out to the east peak and swung
around to "Pomola" and "The Chimney," precipitous crags
crowning the end of the ridge. To the west one looked down
deep gullies scored in the northern wall of table land, to the four
ponds nestling in the forest beneath us.
To the reader this may seem fine writing, but 110 adjectives are
too glowiug to do justice to this view. From no other point in

On Katahdin 's Top.

New England is there such variety in the landscape. Seventy-two
lakes and ponds were counted, most of them lying to the southward, hut lakes were not wanting in the eastern view, while the
masses of the Katahdin Iron Works range, of the Spencer Mountains and the symmetrical and picturesque summits of Sourdnahunk gave infinite variety. Everywhere forest, unbroken except
for lakes and streams and the ravages of fire on the northern
slopes of the mountain, while over the wonderful basin to the
northeast could be made out the cultivated farms of the lower
Aroostook country.
Such a view comes but once in a lifetime, but unfortunately
does not last as long, and the return trip began. As we scrambled
clown, with the frowning edge of the table land always above our
heads, we realized the amazing steepness of the trail. The sun
accompanied us on our downward course and we watched it sink
beyond Sourdnahunk in a blaze of purple and red.
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The Ilasin and Chimney Pond.

At the camp, the cook was ready with a11otht•r feast, wi11ding
up with more pie.
In the momi11g we were up a11cl away for J)phsconeag, a11cl
now the mountain loomed up lll'hirnl us gra11d and irnposi11g, and
many rnag11ifice11t views were had with lake or river as foreground.
It was good to get hack to the comfortahle camps a11cl spring
beds, and reluctantly we left them the next aftl'moon on our
homeward joumey. The two hours' sail over Pemadumcook was
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a vision of delight in the clear evening light. The great mass
of Katahdin forming the centre of the picture, while to the westward the outlying range and the now truncated cone of Sourdnahunk, gave a background of ever deepening color through the
blues to purple, a1Hl, as the darkness came on, to black. The
reds of the sunset flamed high, and the waters cast the colors back
again. The rising moon, now almost full, added its ~ilver rays,
and even Capt. Willey's delicious supper could not keep us from
the piazza.
All goorl things must come to an end and white collars and
store clothes soon replaced tramping togs, and the Pullman conductor never knew but that we had spent our outing on the hotel
veranda. We knew, however, that we were pioneers and we had

From Katahdin 'Tis

~

Silver Thread.

come back to say that Katahdin is no longer "inaccessible" or
"remote" but a charming excursion, and, to quote from the club
circular, "Any person in good health and of average strength
who is a fair walker can make the trip."

-------

---

reftsons the uninitiated cannot explain, and which they do not
FORpretend
to explain, that sizable patch of land in northeastern
Maine comprising nearly all of Aroostook county flncl good portions of Piscataquis and Penobscot counties, has received more public notice, and of a commendatory nature, during the closing years
of the last century and the early years of the present century than
any other territory of its size in New England. Not even Greater
Boston has come in for a larger share of the world's chitchat 1rnd
current talk than has been bestowed upon the thinly settkd mid
always surprising territory which lies on either side of the Bangor
& Aroostook Railroad on its march through new forming lands
and forests from salt water at the south to the very tip end of
Maine at the north, to the land where the pole star seems bigger
and nearer than at any other point in America, where neiuly
everything that is past has gone unrecorclecl and where the residents think of ancl plan for the future unhampered by ancient
customs or traclitions that have come down from dead ancestors.
Maine is the youngest state in New England ancl Aroostook is
the youngest county in Maine. 'Tis an experience of a lifetime
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to watch with one's own eyes the developlllent of a business center
from a stumpy clearing in the woods. Chicago saw this evolution more than half a century ago; Seattle is just now noting the
completion of the wonderful change. But to see large villages
hrow out of spruce woods, great mills belching forth smoke ancl
turning out pulp ancl lumber where less than ten years ago the
moose and deer and bPar wandered unafraid, to see these ancl
more one should take a trip along the railroad system to the
coming of which all these changes are mainly due.
Northern Maine has been represented as a wilderness, indeed
Maine as a whole has been advertised as a sort of wild and woolly

Houlton, Aroostook's Capital.

region wherein moose and deer ancl bears wander through the
streets of the principal towns aml smoky Indians an<l red-shirted
lumber-jacks are the principal citizens. Had that Maine log cabin
been at the Philadelphia Cente11n11ial in '7() instead of at the St.
Lrnis Exposition in 1!)04 it would have been more nearly representative of the Pine Tree State, hut, as it was, that log cabin at
St. Louis was a libel on the prosperity mHl progressiveness oft he
state whose history and whose sons uphcl<l its motto: Dirigo, "I
lead." A mansion of stone from Maine's granite mountains,
sheathed and finished and floon·d with spruce or cedar or pine
and birch from Maine's great forests, roofl'<l with the finest hlaek
slate from Maine quarries, and its walls hung with portraits of
Maine's sons who have helped to make the history of the nation,
would have been far more appropriate arnl indicative of the
prosperity of the state it represented.
The wilderness is there, to he sure, a wililerness wherein there
are unlimited possibilities of sport for the fisherman and hunter,
recreation u11hou11<led for all who seek it, health arnl vigor in every
breath for those who arc overwrought hy the demands of busim·ss
strife or the decl i11e of those physical an cl me11tal foeulties whose
possession spells health and wealth. l\laine invites the world to
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come to its evergreen woods and enjoy their beauties and the
p<>ssibilities of health and sport which they afford, and in the
entertainment of these thousands of sportsmen and tourists lies an
industry which puts hundreds of thousands of dollars into the
coffers of Maine hosts, guides and trrrnsportation companies every
year. It is an industry which has done much to spread the name
and fame of Maine beyond its borders, an industry which is making the fortunes of those who are factors in its life, an industry
to he encouraged at all times, yet an industry which is in hut a
small part indicative of Maine's commercial prosperity.
But I have digressed somewhat from the main point of my
theme. I wish to tell of the prosperity of that great garden lan;l

Fort

K ~nt,

in Maine's Acadia.

in northeastern Maine which has hecome famous the world over
for its potatoes, of the great forests of that region aml the great
mills which are reducing the spruces a))(l pines and hemlocks to
I urn her and pnper, of the broad fields of hay and grain and buckwheat, of the cedar swamps which annually furnish thousands of
railroad ties all<l poks for telegraph and telephone lines, of the
hundreds of acres of fine pasture land affording feed for many
hundreds of cattle and sheep, in short of countless opportunities
for the man who is fitted to eope with Nature and wrest wealth
from the soil.
The building of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad through the
wilderness to Houlton, Ashland nncl \'an Buren is within the recollection of young men yet in their minority, for it is hut fifteen
ears ago that the steel highway penetrated Houlton from
e south. In these fifteen years the population of Aroostook
c<:unty has douhlP<l and the value of its estates has tripled. The
steel highway afforded ar.1 outlet for the produds of farm and
forest which was not prev10usly to be hncl and consequently these

{1
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Aroostook's Floatin" Wealth.

industries were given a great impetus. :\fills appeared as if by
magic beside lakes ancl water-powers where a spur of the railroad
would reach them. Towns sprang up like mushrooms around
these mills, towns with churches and hotels and banks, ancl fine
wide streets. Other towns, older establishPd, became the centers
of rich agricultural regions. Forests disappeared and rich farming land appeared in their. stead. Dams built by the big logdriving and paper corporabons turned back the waters all(l made
lakes where Nature had been satisfied with ri,·ers and forest and
thereby were developed water-powers which have few equals. Ten
years after the steel highway pierced the wilderness to the north
the engineers were again set to work and the railroad went south
to the sea, to Stockton harbor where now there are some of the
finest docks in the world and deep bPrths wherein the largest vessels may lie in safety at low water, and the farms ancl forests
of the northland were thereby given an ocean outlet for their
products.
Thus has the reclamation of a wilderness bcPn al'l'omplished
and the traveler today rides through northeastt•rn l\laine in a
passenger coach or Pullman and looks out over al'res upon acres
of tilled land where scarcely more than a demde since he would
have been unable to see more than a stone's throw ere the forest
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blocked the line of his vision. Where the waters roared and
tumbled over jagged rocks there are great concrete dams, masterpieces of engineering, and the waters which once defied all powers
but those of the Creator are now harnessed a11d do the bidding
of man, sawing lumber to build his houses and the castles of
Mammon, or grinding the great logs into pulp and converting it
into newspaper that the millions may read.
All this has been done, yet there is much more to do. There
are millions of feet of lumber yet to be cut; thousands of acres
of rich land yet to be cleared and tilled; scores of magnificent
water-powers yet to he harnessed; scores of towns yet to he built
and make homes for thousands of people in this great garden land

Cultivatinll' Aroostook Potatoes.

of the north. All this is yet to he accomplished, and it will be
done. Even now there is projected another great steel highway
which will leave the main line of the B. & A. near West Seboois
and penetrate the forests to the north, running through 150
miles of wilderness to the junction of the St.•John and Allagash rivers at the far northern border of Maine. There are
millions of feet of lumber to be brought out of that territory,
forests which have as yet hardly been disturbed by the lumberman. The coming of the railroad means the cutting of these
forests and the making of farms and building of towns in this
wilderness where up to now there have been no roads but the
little traveled trails of the hunter and trapper and lumberman;
it means the making of new homes for thousands of the world's
people, those hardy people who have the courage and the strength
to face nature and wrest wealth from the soil; it means, in the
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course of a few more years, the making of more history in this
richly endowed northland hy those rugged, virile, indomitable
men and women of the Pine Tree State, whose motto is, and by
their efforts shall eontinue to he: Dirigo, - " I lead."
Some Industries and Resources.
}T would he a difficult task to enumerate all the industries located along the Bangor & Aroostook railroad system, more difficult still to 111une the opportunities the resources of northern Maine
offer to the farmer, home-builder and capitalist. The natural
resources of this great north country have scarcely been tapped.
LumhPr tlwre is yet for the greedy maws of sawmills and pulp

Steamer ul Seaport Terminal.

mills for generations to come nnd with every acrl' of timberland
that is cleared there is presented an opportunity for the farmer.
Of manufacturing there is as yet but little, outside that of lumber
and paper, but with iwlucemenb; such HS the natural resources of
northern Maine offpr it seems as if the factories cannot be long
in coming.
Though nortlwm Maine has thous1wds of acrt·s of forest and
many mills, the greatest industry of this region is farming, particularly that hraneh of agriculture devokd to the raising of
potatoes. The soil of northern Penobseot mul Aroostook counties
is particularly adapted to the cultivation of the potato, being
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light, free from rocks, easy to
work. The results that have
been attained in the cultivation of potatoes in northern
Maine are remarkable and
have gained for Aroostook
county the name of being the
greatest potato-raising region
of its area in the world. The
Aroostook farmer treats the
cultivation of the potato as a
science and with the remark ably excellent soil to help him
has succeeded in getting a
larger yield to the acre and
potatoes of better quality than
has been attained in anv other
potato-raising section ~f this
country or any other. The
shipments of potatoes over the
Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad
have for several years been in
the vicinity of 15,000,000
bushels. This of course is but
a part of the crop, several
mi 11 ion bushels addition al
being kept for seed, home consumption and the starch factories of the county.
\\. ith the movement of the
] !)08 potato crop it is expected
that all previous records will
he eclipsed. Hut figures are
odious, sometimes misleading,
often likely to misinterpretation. If one wishes to know
the standing of Aroostook
t·ounty as a potato-growing
section, the acreage, yield per
acre aml quality, let him get
the crop reports of the United
States government. The figures given there have the government stamp of reliability
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and they show what Aroostook potatoes are by comparison with
those of other sections of this country.
The statement has often been made that Maine's most valuable
natural resource lies in her water-powers and that statement still
holds good. It has been computed that there is enough undeveloped water-power in the northern part of the state to furnish
light and power for half the cities and factories of New England.
These great rivers, their sources many hundred feet above sealevel, their water-sheds heavily timbered, the natural precipitation
in rain and snow increased by thousands of never-failing springs
which feed the rivers even in the dryest of seasons, pass on their
course over scores of rapids and falls which must command the
admiration of the engineer who considers their potency. These
rapids and falls, if their waters were harnessed and directed into
the turbines of mills, factories and power-plants, would become
veritable gold mines for those who developed them. The power
on the Allagash, F'ish river an<l Aroostook river is easy of access
but as yet has scarcely been touched. It cannot be that it will
long be allowed to remain so. There are many who think
northern Maine has a manufacturing future. Well, why not?
The power is there only waiting to be developed, the raw materials for cotton and woolen mills, shoe factories and paper mills can
be put there very easily with the transportation facilities now
available and destined to extension in the near future, there are
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many natural attractions for labor, in fact there is every inducement for manufacturers to come.
The vast hardwood forests of northern Maine offer another
opportunity for investment and manufacture. Already the mills
of this section are producing many thousands of spool bars, spools,
hubs, shooks, shoe pegs and last blocks every year. Veneer of the
best is to be obtained here, but as yet there is but one veneer mill
in northern Maine. There are thousands of acres of white ancl
yellow birch and maple in this section and there is an ever increasing demand for products made from these woods. For veneer
mills and furniture factories particularly there is a fine opportunity here.
With such vast forests as cover a large part of northern Maine
the lumbering industry is of course very prominent. The traveler
over the B. & A. sees many sawmills and piles of lumber along
the line and the odor of sap from drying lumber greets him at
every turn. The shipments of long and short lumber, laths, shingles, clapboards ove~ the B. & ~· every year a~11o~mt ~o many
million feet. At Gmlford there ts another flounshmg mdustry,
that of the Guilford Manufacturing Co., at whose plant, the only
box-board mill in northern Maine, many thousand feet of box
boards, as well as sashes, doors, blinds, windows and window

Co;.l Piles at Mack's Point.
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frames and long and short lum her are r1roduced every year. At
Millinocket and East Millinocket the greedy maws of digesters
annually convert many million feet of spruce and poplar into
pulp. These two great mills have a capacity of nearly 400 tons
of newspaper daily all(l incident ~'l their operation is the greatest
water-power development in Maine.
:From the quarries of northern Maine is taken black slate of
the finest quality, unexcclle<l in all the world. There is a great
quantity of this slate here and because of its quality and accessiLility it has a ready market.

Guilford Mfl:". Co. - Mill and Yard

Minerals also northern l\Iaine has, though now they lie undisturbed. At Katahclin Iron Works there was once a flourishing
iron i1ulustry but other mines, more accessible, took away its 111arket. The old fumace and great heaps of old slag and ore mark
where it flourished.
At Frankfort, on the Seaport division of the H. & A. are the
great quarries of the Mt. Waldo Granite Works. Here is an
inexhaustible supply of the finest granite for building purposes.
These quarries have been in operation over fifty years hut have
as yet made comparatively little impression on the mountain of
granite there. They have furnished the granite for many great
buildings all over the country, among them the postoffice buildings in Chicago, Clevelaml and Milwaukee. The quarries have
both railroad and water transportation and give employment to a
large number of men.
The great Seaport terminal of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad at Stockton harbor shows one of the greatest developments
in New England in many years. A fine harbor, miles of wharves,
coal pockets, store-houses and a fertilizer plant promise a great
future for this once sleepy sea-port town. At Mack's Point, Searsport, is the great plant of the Penobscot Coal & \\.'harf Co. a11d
C. H. Sprague & Son. Here the largest vessels may dock in a
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berth with 35 feet of water, vessels carrying (),000 to 7,000 tons
of coal, and a modern equipment of coal towers and coal pockets
makes it possible to discharge coal from vessels at the rate of ~,500
tons a day into cars. Many thousand tons of coal are discharged
here every season, the coal coming from the mines of the New
River Co., having 60,000 acres of coal land in the New Hiver
region, Virginia, the finest body of coal in the United States.
Through the construction of this big coal plant the people of
northern Maine are put in close touch with the coal fields of Virginia and coal is taken direct from the vessels and placed in the
coal bins of Maine's great northland.

Fertilizer Plant, Searspott

With nil these things and more it is 110 wonder that the people
of northern Maine see a bright future in store for them and are
proud of the land they have reclairnl·d from the wildernl·ss.
Other scdions of this great country are being reclaimed from
desert wastes where the ground waits only for water to become
fertile. In Northern Maine the fertility is already there and
there is wealth in the clearing of the land, from the timber that
is taken from it. Of water there is 110 laek, the potentiality of
the streams of this land being grPat either for agrieulture or manufacture. It is merely iwlustry that is required to make this land
richer ancl more prosperous than it is and it is in industry that
the people of Northern Maine exeeed those of any other sedion
of this country. Not only is the ineentive to imlustry great, what incentive could be greater than that of home-building in
such a laud as this,- but the very air spurs one to Yigorous effort.
J lere lassitude is unknown, strcnuosity is rampant, success rewards
Jahor, and success is the greatest spur to further effort. This
Janel may be mushroom-like in its growth aml de,·elopment hut
there the simile ends, for the prosperity of this great norlhla11<l is
as enduring as the rocks of its fir-clad mountains.

There's Fun Livin.c in ' l't..•nts.

HINTS THAT MAY HELP.
TH E matter of what to take into the woods is a difficult one
to solve, particularly for those who ha\'e not hit the long
trail often and therefore do not know how essential it is to have
as little baggage as possible and yet have that little count. When
one has to tramp ten miles over a rough trail or carry a canoe
and the luggage over a half mile carry he will immediately appreciate the truth of this statement. There are some articles
which are absolutely essential to the outfit, others which may be
taken all(l will be a comfort and of use but are not essential, still
others which it is heist to leave behind. The few hints given here
may help in making up the outfit. They are merely suggestions
to be taken for what they are worth or rejected all(l given with
t he understanding that everybody has ideas of his own .
The matter of clothing in the woods is an irnportant one. To
start with, all wool dothing will be found to have many advantages, stockings, underclothing mid out:side garments. Woolen
underwear can be had of very light weight for summer wear. It
absorbs perspiration and dampness and ne\·er has that clammy
feeling. Also it is good proteetion against one's taking cold
afkr being heated. With woolen stockings one nrny get his feet
wet and still they will 11ot he cold bl'eause they hold the heat of
the body. Woolen outer garments are warm, ~oft a1Hl noiseless
in going through the woods, and even when wet are a protection
from cold.
A grey or blue flannel shiit is a comfortable and serviceable
garment. Knee trousers will be found a clistinet advantage over
long trousers, the botto111s of which are continually getting wet
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alHl when so are both heavy and
uncomfortable. A broad-brimmed
soft hat of grey felt will protect
the eyes and face and neck from
both sun and rain.
Moccasins are most comfortable
footwear. The city man is wise
if he gets them with a double sole
for summer wear, for the double
will protect his feet, grown
tender with wearing shoes, from
many a painful contact with stones
and roots.
For still-hunti11g in the fall the
single sole is preferable, for in stillhunting the 11erves of 011e's feet
must help him awl as he places
A Beaver Dam.
his foot 011 a dry stick he will feel
it with only the thin sole of the moccasin and refrai11 from letting
his weight down 11po11 it to break it a11d alarm the game. The
rubber shoe with laced leather top is also a good foot garment.
If you come into camp with wet feet a change to dry stockings
and soft moosehide rnoccasins or ten11is shoes will be found very
c.>111forti11g.
A good woolen sweater will be fournl a comfort, for Maine
nights are cool, eYen in summer. A rubber poncho is also a valuable addition to the outfit. It may serve as a blanket if you
sleep out, or as a coYering for yourself or the luggage if it rains.
A stout jack-kni fc is most essential
;,~~ .: ..,.\'
in the woods. You may get one to
-.,.. '\ l'
carry in your pocket or in a sheath at
I.
\
your belt. Get 011e with a good, stout
blade and a good grip. Don't get a
.·"
.,i. /.-··. 1· ,·,.
..
I I 1
knife with a double-edged blade.
'
·
·
Such a knife is not only unnecessary
.. \ .
i.. :
hut dangerous. It is almost impos.
~
sible to use it in ski11ning llll animal
,:-b·:f··,,
.
or cleaning fish or for many other
\
.)
'
.
things.
- :·
,;(''..ti
A small axe that can hl• carrie<l in
..,,. '.~~
~~'."' ' f'·
the belt is often useful. With it you
can cut boughs for a bl·d, make a
raft, and do many things which you
Self-Reliance.
might possi hly do with a k nifc hut at

't"'-'
, .,_ ...
_ ·rv.
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a great expense of time. A
compass is sometimes very useful in the woods. But you'\'e
got to know how to use it.
Unless you do know how to use
it the compass is only a <lead
weight. If you get one, put
in some time with it until you
are familiar with its use. You
may use your wateh face as a
compass if necessary. To do
so: point the hour hand at the
sun, if the sun is shining, and
half way between the hour
hand au<l the hour of l~ is clue
Birds Plentiful.
south.
Two or three coarse towels for a rub after bathing au<l whatever toilet articles your taste may require will coniplete the outfit
for your personal comfort, practically all that is necessary in the
woods.
Leave wading hoots at home. They have no place in the Maine
woods. The chances are good that you'll get your feet wet anyway if you go to wading streams and once a wading boot is full
of water it is a heavy and uncomfortable bit of footwear. If you
are going to fish streams take an old pair of leather boots, cut
holes in the sides so the water can run out, and you' ll haw something better than wading boots. The leather s;>les won't slip on
every slimy stone and getting your feet wet won't hurt you a bit,
and with holes for the water to run out your feet won't get parboiled.
About bathing. There is
nothing in the Maine woods
or waters to hurt anybody.
But it is wise to be rnreful before bathing in strange water.
Uon't dive until you ha\'e investigated. There may be
rocks or weeds on the bottom
and either arc bad things to
get mixed up with.
You Wf.nt rnakhcs in the
woods and you want them dry.
Few match-safes are water tight
but you can make one that is
Found in the Woods.

'-=============::..__J
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water tight very easily. A
four or five ounce bottle will
hold a good many matches
and if kept tightly corked
the matches will always be
dry. But a bottle is likely
to get broken. Take a
couple of brass shotgun
shells, say eight a11<l ten
gauge, the smaller shell will
fit i11 to the larger and make
a very serviceable match-safe,
or get a Marble safe; it's
water tight.
During June, July an cl
August the black flies ancl
mosquitoes may be troubleBeforesome. An excellent "flydope" may be made with four ounces of sweet oil to an ounce of
oil of pennyroyal or oil of citronella. You can have this mixture put up at any drug store and it will prove very effective in
keeping away a11y i11sect pest you meet in the woods. Also it is
not offensive to the person.
If your wife or sister will make you a little sewing hag you
will find it useful. Take two spools of coarse thread, one white
and one black, a dozen coarse
needles, and a car<l of huttons.
They may save you embarrassment,
if not trou hle.
A pocket map of the country
you are going through will be
foull(l valuable 011 many occasions.
And in regard to getting lost in the
woods. Ordinarily there is no
neccl of it. Observe the country
you go through and get the lay of
the lane!. If you clo get "twisted"
don't lose your head. First, sit
down and think it OVl'I'. Try to
figure out how the land lies.
('limb a tree and try to get J<Hff
position in that way. Notice the
sun when you start out and when
AnJ After.
you are ready to go hack figure
0
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out as best you can
where the camp lies
and try to make your
course by the sun. Try
to keep your wits about
you at all times, don't
run wild. If all other
things fail take the
course that looks best
to you and keep it until you strike water.
Follow the water ancl it
will surely bring you
out
somewhere where
Locked in Death.
there are men. If you
keep your wits about you and don't run and get exhausted you
can travel two or three days anyway and in that time you'll surely
strike something to eat if not a camp. If you go off anywhere
and know that way back, take it. Don't try any short cuts.
Be careful of your fires. Never build a fire close to an old
stump. Never build a fire without scraping the dry leaves away
for some distance around. If you are near a road or a brook
build your fire in the middle of the road or on the bank of the
brook where there is no underbrush in which a spark may find
lodgment and fuel. When you are through with your fire see
that every spark is extinguished and if there is earth handy or
gravel, cover the embers with it. It is surer than water.
In handling firearms always remember what they were made
for and that they will always do it. Draw the loads from your
guns when you enter camp. Never pull a gun toward you
muzile first. Never travel with your gun at full cock. Carry the
hammer at safety, or
better still, don't have
a cartridge in the
-chamber.
You can
jack in a shell and
-cock the gun at the
same time almost as
quick as you can pull
the hammer back. To
be on the safe side
<ion 't carry a shell in
the chamber either in
Posing .
.a canoe or a wagon.
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When canoeing it is a.
good plan to have a sponge
in the canoe for bailing.
A tin dipper tied to one of
the thwarts of the canoe
will come in handy for
hailing or as a drinking
cup either.
One may carry a collapsible drinking cup with
A Woodland Hostelry.
hilll anci wiJl fiiu} il useful
in drinking from springs hut the best Lhing of this sort seems to
be the drinking tube. A rubber tube a foot or eighteen inches
in length with its encl protected by small apertures which admit
water but keep out sediment makes 11 very good article to drink
with and may be carried in one's vest pocket.
If you are very thirsty and can' t find water, something altogether
uncommon in Maine where water is everywhere, place a small
round pebble in the mouth and keep it there. The pebble is just
enough to start the saliva flowing and the way it relieves thirst
is something remarkable.
A good waterproof canvas pack or dufHe-bag is the best thing
to carry extra clothing in.
Leather hags have little place
in the woods. The canvas hag
or pack will hold all the
clothing anybody wants to
carry. Being waterproof, its
contents are protected and it
can be packed tightly into bow
or stern of the canoe or slung
over the shoulders.
In the Maine woods the
latch-string is always out.
You very likely will come
across camps whose doors are
hospitably open, supplied with
stove a11d bun ks, and with a
good supply of fin•wood ready
cut. In such case try to return
the compliment. Take its good
care of the camp as if it were
your own awl when you are
through with it leave a pile of
Goinll' Somewhere.
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firewood for the next fellow
who comes along cold and wet.
If you wish to take fish home
with you c!Pa11 them thoroughly, scraping the blood free
along the line of the hack bo11e
and taking out the gills.
Wipe the fish dry, inside and
out, then if you have some old
Three on the Snow.
newspapers handy wrap the
fish in them, each fish separate,
tucking the paper i11sicle the fish whl·re you have opened it. In
lieu of papers use leaves.
For stopping leaks in the bottom of a ea11oe one of the most
effective things you can get is sealing wax such as the express
companies use for seals. Carry a stick of this sealing wax with
you. You may find it useful any time for sharp rocks cut canvas
quickly. Find the leak, soften the end of the sealing wax stick
with a flame and rub it in the cut, inside aJHl outside the canvas,
pressing the edges of the .cut together. The wax harde11s almost
immediately and water will not crack it or go through it. This
is easier to apply and more effective than white lead or similar
preparations. In case you have ~ieither .seali11g wax nor white
lead you may use soap 1rnd find it effective in the emergency,
though it must he renewed ofte11.
There are many .ladies .going !nto the woods every year, their
numher consbrntly mcreasmg. 1 hey take to roughing it as readily as their husbands and brothers. It is more difficult for the
lady to dress for the woods a11d many ladies are at a loss to know
what to wear; what will be most comfortable and at the same
time not approach the immodest. For a11y lady going into the
woods such an outfit as the followi11g is prescri heel as being most
sensible, comfortable aJHl proper: Strong soled hoots or moccasins with tops reiu:hing about
six inches above the ankles,
sufficient to protect the ankles,
keep th~ feet dry a.11d sti~l not
be hi1Hlmg aml an 1mpecl1111ent
in walking; skirt of wool,
corclurov or broaclcloth, with
pol'kets ·in front, cut to hang
an inch or two below the boot
tops; flannel shirtwaist, with
pol'keto;; soft felt hat. \Vith
A Nice Buck.
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such a costume a lady is ready
to go anywhere in the woods
under any conditions.
I 11 the woods there are no
engagements to keep nor trains
to catch, yet most every man
carries a watch and the timepiece often is a great convenience. But if you carry a
watch you want to he sure it
is water-tight and here is a
very simple but most satisfactory way of preserving your
watch from both wet and dirt.
Take a piece of thin rubber
gauze such as surgeons use,
stretch it over the watch, fully
coveri11g every part of it and
bring it together tightly
around the stem of the watch,
.. Fry-Day."
tying the gauze tight around
the stem with a string. The
gauze is almost transparent and by stretching it over the
watch-face you can make it more so and easily see the time.
With
A compass may be protected in the same manner.
a hunting-case watch of course this would not be possible, but
such a watch is usually tight enough.
It is always a good plan to reconnoitre rapids before putting
your canoe into them. They may be navigable and may not and
the time to find out is before you go into them, for once in there
is no turning and you must go through. One who knows the
rapids and their channels may go through all right but in waters
unknown to you reconnoitre carefully and if there is any doubt
carry around, then you'll surely be on the safe side. Before going
into the rapids lash all baggage tightly in the canoe so there'll
be no shifting of cargo and no dufHe lost if you should happen to
spill. This applies particularly to rods and guns.
Three things to he particular about: Never fire at any object
until you are positively sure what it is. The loss of your game
is not to be compared with the consequences of being mistaken.
Never kill more game than you can use; never leave camp until
you are sure the fire is entirely out.

Sportsmen's Supplies.
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J?lmlANHl..ll
Autoloading
Rifle.
It is loaded by its own recoil. The sportsman need only aim and
keep pulling the trigger for each shot. It is hammerless, has a solid
breech and is safe.

U. M.C •

. 30-30
Penetrated
by soft-pointed

.25

bullets from
Remington

.35

Auto loading

Remington

Rifles.

Auto

Cartridges

ustd.

This hatchet demonstrates Remington Power. The several calibres
make this rifle "big enough for the biggest game" or right for the
"smaller big game." Full line of illustrated literature free.

Be Modern.
Shoot a Remington.

REMINGTON ARMS GO.
AGENCY,

313 Broadway, New York

Please ~lcntion B. & A. Guide Houk in Writing Advertisers.
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AT MOOSEHEAD LAKE,
40 miles long, America's greatest fishing grounds

......,

IN THE MAINE WOODS
where moose and deer grow large and are abundant.

~----

Thousands of People Come to the Mount
Kineo House Every Year
seeking health and recreation in an ideal vacation spot - and they find it.
Golf, tennis, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Guides, camping outfits
and supplies furnished. Hotel accommodates over 400; offers metropolitan
service and cuisine. Big Kineo booklet (illustrated) sent on request.

C. A. JUDKINS,

Ma n a~e r,

KI NEO, MAINE

NO HAY FEVER
.Plea~c

Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing

Adverti~ers.
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See What Camp Greenleaf Offers!

I
I
I

Moose, deer and small game in abundance (we guarantee
you a shot at. a deer) phenomenally fine fishing (especially
in May and June) best of camp accommodations and table
fare, daily mail, telephone, private launch. Positively no
flies, gnats or mosquitoes here.
Several large detached lodges close by the main camp
for parties who prefer them. Write for booklet and terms.

Bosto~

-

From
to Camps .in 14
hours. Rail to Greenvalle,
steamer to Camps.

I
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NORTHEAST CARRY AND NORCRO SS
OPEN OCT. 18T TO DEC. tST.

- - - - - - - -- - - +

FRED C. N. PARKE

TAXIDERMIST
GREENVILLE JCT.,

MAINE

All work done by lateSt and most approved
methods and never chanjl'es
I also carry a complt:te line of Den D ecorations
such as

I-leads, Skins, Birds, Fur Rugs and
Novelties made from Deer Feet
SlTH AS

J-lall Seats, Smoking Tables, Gun
Racks, Stools, and. Small Useful
Souvenirs
WORK

FOR

SALE AT ALL TIMES

w~i

Let me know your wants and I
be itlad to send you on approval whatever you desire.
--~

+

II

I
f!. A. GDf!ENLEAf, Prop'r, 1
_.,,

- -

d
.
Sugar ls-Ian , Moosehead Lake, Mame.

BRANCH_E_S _A_T
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The Gateway to the Happy Hunting Grounds

11

WINNEGARNOCK HOUSE. NORTHEAST CARRY

CARRY! Doesn't the name bring to your mind visions of brawny guides and
N ORTHEAST
canoes with duffie and paddles and setting poles lashed in them? If it doesn't, then it is time
you came up to see us and learn how it feels to be on the threshold of the "Great Beyond,"
: ) that great beyond of the ~laine wilderness where, "the red gods call us out and we must go."
Every year hundreds of canoeists start from our door over the short carry to the Penobscot \Vest
Rranch, from wht:nce start the canoe trips down the West Branch, East Branch, Allegash and St.
John Rivers.
It is a delightful sail up Moosehead Lake on the steamer to our door, with a vista of lake, forest
• and scores uf mountains spread out on every side. Our table offtrs you the trout fresh from the
: ~ lake, vegetables fresh from our garden, milk and cream and everything: to make the inner man happy.
• ( At our door is some of the best trout and togue fishing in the world. Moose and deer are seen
drinking in the lake every day in Summer and our guests often see them from their windows. Four
miles away is Lobster Lake 1 one of the most beautiful bodies of water in Maine and fine fishing •
• ; Our large supply store offers you everything you want to use or wear in the woods. Canoes and
guides too and ready at your service. Here you cannot help being happy and feeling more every day
how good it is to he alive. Come and see us and if you don't like it there are countle~s attractions
beyond and within easy reach. Come this year and we know we'll see you again.

:?

'\\'rite to find out about some more of our good things.

:'

T. B. Snow, Winne~arnock House, Northeast Carry, Maine

.
............ ··--·- -............ ···-· .................................
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CROW'S NEST AND PRIVATE LODGES
(MOOSEHEAD LAKE)

IT'S BETTER- - -THE BOOKLET TELLS WHY
Better Location --- Better Beds and
T able---Better Treatment
Your Enjoyment---Our Policy

FRED D. BIGNEY
GREENVILLE, ME.
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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WITH EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR CAMP.

I
IGR:e~:J~:~!2R~~s
f

I
so~AINE I

Why buy in the City, articles not suited for this section of the country,
w hen you can obtain right on the spot just what you need and at Jess than •
City prices?
If you want a reliable guide engaged, send to us. Hundreds can testify
t o the wisdom of sending orders a day or two in advance of their arrival and
thereby saving valuable time in getting started on their trip. Our Camping
List with Map on reverse side mailed to you for the asking.

&

L------_, ___ , _______ _1
Sportsmen's Supplies F
and Camping Outfits
We carry everything you want for your stay in the woods. Provisions, Guns, Rods, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Packs, Duffie Bags,
Moccasins and everything to clothe a Sportsman or Camper from
head to foot. We are "Johnny on the Spot," our store being just
across the street from the B. & A. Station at Greenville Junction.
Years of experience tell us what you want and our name guarantees
the quality. Don't be bothered with a Jot of baggage, but come to
Greenville Jct. and let us fit you out right and make your stay in the
woods a happy one.

Arthur A. Crafts Co.,

Greenvi lle Junction, Me

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Unsurpassed Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing and Bathing. Comfortable Cabins
and well conducted. Separate Cabins
for all parties.

Good Comfortable Bt>ds and best of
table fare. Special accommodations for
ladies. Guides and Canoes furnished.

ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
HOLDEN BROS. , Prop's .,

P. 0 . .Ja c kman, Maine

We are 38 miles above the famous Mt. Kineo House. Fishin g in this wilderness
is unsurpassed. 11 trout ponds and 75 miles of fishing along the Moose River. We
are reached by Ca nadia n Pacific Hy. Write for free circular or send 10 cents in stamps
for Souvenir Letter Book with ten views of the Lake, Island, Mountains and River.

Pearl Young's Grand Lake Camps
------~r
" ~
~ "'

l

--~
moo~e

L"

At the head of the Penobscot East Branch, in the very r~
heart of the J\laine woods. ~o better place in J\laine to
pa~!\ the summer months. Fine trout fis.hing in Grand
~

!

Lake ancl in

2,:)

ponds in a radius of five miles. Waters that

are fished but little. Game is a common sight on the lake.
Only a short trip from camp are the great burnt lands of
Trout Rrouk, ijeconcl an<l Third lakes, the great deer and

country of Maine.

A great variety of 11ide trips from camp~.

~~ ..i

~~

Tents and supplies furnished.

Camp

accommodations unsurpassed. L ong distance telephone and mail service. W rite for details.

PEARL E. YOUNG,

Matagarnon, Maine

Buck Horn Camps
W ou Id like to hear from parties wishing to try
ll unting or Fh~hing at

JO MARV

LAKES.

Cabin!\ built ru. tic in a larJte Pine Fore'.'lt on shore
of lake, fumishcd with Bough and Spring Hed~, we ll

lighted, good table, open tire• and bath.

High

elevation and fine view of Katahdin and Jo Mary
mountains, good canoeing streams to several Trout
Pond~. Special rates to Summer Parties. Telephone
connection. H ay Fever unknown in this region
W rite for descriptive circulars.
·

BERT HAYNES en, SON

P. O . Norcroas, Me.

Please Mention R. & A. Guide in Writing Aclverti<ers.
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"You'll Find It at Camp Moosehorns"
<On Little Seboois Lake, 20 Minutes by Canoe from
Northwest Pond Station.)
" R ecord" Fishinll all the year round,
Splendid Early Trout Fishinl! al Branch Camp
Cedar Pond,
Almndance of Deer, Moose a~d Small Game
Handy to Camp.

Plenty of room and conveniences for everybody.

Special Outinll Aflra&ion• in Septeml:ier.
"Home co1ony" includes 14 separate sleeping
lodges, all comfortable and cosy. Parties met at
Northwest Pond station on arrival of H. & A. trains
Nos. 1 and 4, when notified in advance. Write us
NOW for circulars and rates.

HASKELL & BROWN, Proprs., Schoodic P. 0., Maine.
Daisy Pond, 2 1 2 miles from
the mouth of Sourdnahunk
Stream on the Penobscot West
Branch. Almost at the very foot
of Katahdin and on the best trail
up the mountain, from camp to peak being only five miles. Fine fishing here and at
a score of ponds all around. If you want big game, here is where you are sure of
getting it. Bring your camera and you'll surely get pictures of deer and moose in
summer. Our accommodations are of the very best. Write for detailed information.

York's Canips

MORRIS YORK,

Norcross, Maine

Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, Rowing and Bathing at Wood Pond Camps.
Why toil your life away in the hot city when a few
hours' ride will bring you to a place where you have all
the comforts of home amid the beautiful and healthgivingsurroundings of the Maine woods. Here you have
everything in the way of woods sports, the best of beds
and table fare, and congenial company. We also have
automobile accommodations. Write for booklet.

E. A. HENDERSON,

Jackman, Maine

Please Mention B. & A. Guide Book in Writing Advertisers.
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PLEASANT RIVER CAMPS
A five mile drive from Katahdin Iron Works over
an excellent road brings you to our camps. ( )ur
beds and table are unsurpassed anywhere. Fine
trout fishing, moose, deer and partridge shooting.

Individual Camps for Ladies or Families

The Purest Spring Water that Flows

Here are home life, home comfort.~, beautiful scenery
and health and happiness in every breath you draw.
COM:&: ONCE; CO M1': A L WAY:;!

W. M. WHITE,

Katahdin Iron Works. Me.

=

=

=
~ ==
-
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=

HAR.VEY'S

at 'fataimmon, Grand Lake, Pcnob!ICot Ea ·t llr.rnch, Twenty-di;ht mile•
from Ptttcn hy t.1~c <>VL'f ago <l ro.\cl. J·h10 tto11t Ii hing tn <:r.rntl
Lake and in the East Branch below Grand Lake dam. The greatest hunting region in the state. The largest
moose heads taken out of the Maine woods in the last decade have been taken out of this region. The fish.
ing, partridge flhooting and big game hunting here can't be equalled in ~laine. Motor boats and canoes on
Grand Lake; experienced guides. Accommodations are of the best. Separate sleeping camps. The best of
table fare, fresh vegetables, eggs, milk and butter. You can have a good time here, get rested or get your fill
of sport, Long distance telephone. Mail every other day. Parties met at Patten by !<am. Supply store
for sportsmen. Write, telephone or telegraph. Send for circulars.

ZENAS L. HARVEY~

Matagamon~

Please :\lention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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COME TO

i:ood Fishing, Hunting, scenery and an altogether satisfactory outing. Main Camps are located on
F ORShmn
Pond, easy of access in heavily wooded section, surrounded by mountains. Excellent table fare
with vegetables from our own garden, plenty of fresh milk and eggs, and best of all, an abundance of Fish
and Game. Private Log Camps with open fires and good spring beds. Several Hunter's Camps in good
Moose and Deer sections. Purest spring water. Guides, Boats, Canoes, and supplies furnished.
For rates and circular writl! to

EDWIN F. FOWLER,
WEST UPTON, MASS.
You won't regret it

Before May l; after, to Camp Fairview. Patten, Maine.

CUMMINGS' SPOR.TING CAMPS

~~ri~~~cl ·l·J1ctlt',:"~~1~!~111~fh~!1Ml:n~ii~~~hJ~~~:tM~. :~1 ~1~~:~n °tt:'~~a~~r;~~~o!':J~~~e;!~i~~1 .i:;~·~tn:n,c~}ta~;!!1~t~~i:~m~:r;11~

Vegetable i!&rdcn supplit.'tl tuhlt.•; 11111 k frotn our own cowtt. G 11.t.~tft met Rt ~tockholm ett1.t1on, Vt1.n Buren extension of
Bangor k Arom1took Railroatl uncl conveyed to Camp. For part1culart1 1 addretis

D. L. CUMMINGS & CO.

Box 269

HOULTON, MAINE

Square Lake, Maine, :\lay 1st-Nov. ht.

'r Very be!>'l of hunting for Moose, Deer and Bear.
'If Trout Fishing (which in July and August cannot be duplicated elsewhere)
~

FineSt: Air and Mosl: Charming Scenery.
"Homelike" Quarters and "home" cooking of the best sort.

All this-and much more-awaits all corners at .....

FREESE'S

CAMPS

Twelve miles from Katahdin Iron Works. Ten fine sleeping camps, with spring berls, open
grates, every convenience. Rates $1.00 per day. WMITH NOW FOK DRSCH.IPTI\'R l'OLURH..

W . W. FREESE & SON. KATAHDIN IRON WORKS P. 0. ME.
Please '.\fention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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BIRCH POINT LODGE
On Uprer Shinn Pond, 12 miles from Patten, over excellent road, You can come t o within three
miles o camp by automobile. Our camps and table fare are uncxcelled. Fly-fishing for trout ;md
landlocked salmon holds good all summer. The camps are on a high point almost surrounded by
water so there is always a cool breeze and flieR and mosquitoes are a rarity.
Six out-lying camps offer our guests uncxcelled moose, deer and bear hunting. Boats and
canoes arc free and experienced guides arc fumished. For rest or sport our camps are unexct::llcd,
Rates $-2.00 per day or $10.00 per week. Write for circulars and references.

W . S. McKENNEY.

PATTEN, MAINE

THE

THE

SOUTH TWIN

SOUTH TWIN

HOUSE

HOUSE

On South Twin Lake and the main line of the R. & A. The finest location on the Twin lakes. The
.gateway to the great fishing .and. hunti!1g grounds o( the ~f t. Katahdin regi()n and within. easy reach of some
of the best fishing and hunttng m Mame.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF OUR SUMMER BUSINESS.
We have a steamer on the lake, rowboats and canoes. The best of accommodations and table fare. If
vou are going u~ the lakes or come down the West Branch stop here. Through train each way daily stops a t
ihe house. lla1ly mail and long. di!\tance t_e lephone. Experienced guides. Rate~ ~i.oo per day; special
rates to parties by the week. Wnte for detatls. Gasolene Launch for use of guests.

P. S. WILLEY, Proprietor

P . 0. Norcross, Me.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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K ooNEY P o No & V101N1TY.

f or Yarlarlofl _ _ _ .,,

Here's Our Stamping Ground
-

HE map shows Hunt's territory. There is no better in the state for
fishing, for hunting, or simply to spend your outing there surrounded
by all the good things of camp life. Easy to get to by a delightful
trip up the beautiful West branch of the Penobscot to the mouth of Sourdnahunk Stream and up the stream three miles to Kidney Pond. Here is some
of the finest scenery to be found in the state. Twenty-three ponds handy
to the home camp offer unequalled trout fishing all summer. A special feature
this year is the Harrington Lake fishing trip. The camp is right in the heart
of the great Sourdnahunk moose region.
Hunt's trail up Mt. Katahdin
starts at the camp and a five hour trip takes one to the top of the
mountain. This is the favorite starting point for the climb, the best trail,
and a camp on the mountain side. The accommodations here are unsurpassed
anywhere. Cosy camps, the best of beds, and the best of table fare. Fresh
vegetables from our own garden, fresh eggs, fresh milk and butter. The
purest spring water and a large ice house are on the premises. Good canoes
and experienced guides furnished. NO PLACE IN MAINE CAN YOU GET
SUCH A VAJ{IETY OF GOOD SIDE TRIPS AS HERE.
For detailed information write to or telegraph,

~

I. 0. HUNT, (P. OJ Kidney Poncl, Maine

!

!
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Please Mention B. & A. Guide in \\rriting Advertisers.
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Clza.irback anti Columbus A-lounlai11s from our Camfs
EVERYTHING TllAT PBOl'LE COME TO THR MAINE Woons FOR WILL DR POUND AT

B.IG HOUSTON CAMPS
Fine bathing, canoeing and boating. Pure bracing mountain air and beautiful
scenery. Fresh vegetables from our own garden. Pure milk and fresh eggs.
Clean, cheerful camps and good table. Pure spring water. First.class Ji'ishiug and
Hunting region. No extra charge for boats or canoes. Three and a half miles by
buckboard from Katahdin Iron Works. No tubercular guests taken.

Write for

booklet. References given. Rates $1.50 per day. Camps open May 15 to Dec, 15,

JOE PATTEN. Proprietor.

..e

Big Houston Camps

Post Office Address, KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, ME.

Irsrother

Sportsman.

how did your Moccasins or Hun!ing
Boots stand you on your last tnp?

Were they Satisfactory?
We make some of the finest for men, ladies
and boys, of the finest waterproof stock, with
extra soles, attached by our (New Method),
which protects the feet from rough surfaces,
when hunting, fishing or tramping and still
retaining the flexibility of the moccasin. We
also carry in stock a large variety of other
styles in moccasins and slippers, rubber bottom
still hunting shoes, snow shoes and various
other articles pertaining to the above.

If interested, write for our
Catalogue JI, illustrated in colors.

A. F. COX 8 SON,
PORTLAND, ME.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide Book in Writing Advertisers
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If you want your fill of fishing, if you want to shoot the biggest
of big game; or if you just want to loaf in the shade and gaze at the
towering peaks of a dozen mountains, than Charley Daisey's camps at
Sourdnahunk Lake is the place for you to go. The trout fishing
here from the time the ice leaves until October 1 is unsurpassed in
America. The biggest moose, deer and black bear inhabit the woods
of this region. The trip to camp, up the beautiful West Branch and
Sourdnahunk Stream, is in itself worth coming for. The best of
table fare, cosy camps, and all the comforts of camp life. The best
of guides and canoes. You can't beat it anywhere. Daily mail and
long distance telephone.
For particulars write to, telephone or telegraph

CHARLES DAISEYt Norcrosst Maine.
Make the Camp Cosy
by Installing a

Franklin Stove
They have double folding
doors in front and are fitted
with andirons or grate as
ordered. Made in two sizes.
\V rite for circulars and
prices.
We are headquarters for
campers' and lumbermen's
supplies.

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., oept. F. Bangor, Maine
Please Mention H. & A. Guide Hook in Writing Advertisers.
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.9'res. !Hoosevelt
Camped Here Hunting and Fishing during his
college vacations with the Present Proprietor

HOOK POINT CAMP
New buildings on favorite old site at Mattawamkeag lake, four
miles by buckboard seven miles by launch from Island Falls.
BEST OF HUNTING AND FISHING. Canoes and Guides furnished.
Tennis Court and Croquet Grounds. Camp under personal
supervision of Mr. and Mrs. Sewall throughout the Season.

======

For Rates, etc .. Address - - - - - -

W. W. Sewall,

Island Falls, Maine

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

.I

II
I

I

I
I

·---·
-,
ELECTRIC GUNS! I
We have never seen an electric gun, but when hunting and fishing
can be successfully done by electricity you may count upon finding
the "tools" here, as we carry all electrical appliances of merit.

Eledric Work of all kinds;
poses- in the woods as well as elsewhere.
Lighting Fixtures

Wiring

for all pur-

for electricity or gas.

The best

stock east of Boston.

Eledrical S u p p l i e s-Motors, generators, line material, telephones, batteries, lamps and all the little things - a complete
plant or any part thereof.
Consult us - Our long experience will save you money.
anywhere

61 Main St.

'--

CHARLES E. DOLE,
BANGOR, MAINE.

·-P lease Mention B. & A.

C~u ide

--·
in Writing

A dve rtis~rs.

I
1I

II

We send men

Telephone 74

I

_ _J
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Sport---Health---Rest---Recreation
are assured for the busine~s man or his family
and all who come to

DEBSCONEAG .•.
(In the Shadow of Mt. Ktaadn)
Home camP.s at First Debsconeag lake are actually
the best bmlt and best furnished in eastern M aint!.
V~to-date in every department; staple foods fresh
from its garden and hennery and Hangor, with be~t
the woods and waters afford. Individual sleeping
lodges containing open fires. Camps atsevt.1aloutlying lakes; also only cam(' on flft. Ktaadn and
handiest quarters from winch to climb it. Great
hunting territory, fine trout and other fishing in
over 30 lakes and ponds within 3 miles of home
camps. Excellent fly fishing at Rainbow and many
other ponds and lakes all summer. Send for booklet "A Word from the Maine Woods."

DEBSCONEAG OUTING CAMPS
( Forme rly D e bscon ea1t Fish and G a m e C lub)

U. C. GARLAND,

Mana11er
Xov. 1st to May l~th, Oldtown, Maine
May l .')th to Nov. ht, J>cbsconeag, Maine

Plear-.e Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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You can't

Best bunt-

belp liavinll

ing, fis liinll,
scenery,

a royal

and ca mp
attractions

time I.ere

in the

witli us.

state.

IT'S AT CAMP ONAWA
You find first-class moose, deer, bear and small game hunting; hordes of big square·tail salmon, and lake
trout; the best furnished camps in Maine, accommodating 40 people ; separate camps for each party ; fresh
provisions from the camp fann. Free use of boats and canoes. Fine bathing beach. Railroad, express and
post office within ten minutes' walk. Thirty trout, salmon and togue ponds within a radius of six miles of
camp. Rates. $2.00 to $2.W per day, $10.00 to $14.00 per week for two weeks or more. Guides, $3.00 a day;
boarded at half price. No tuberculous guests taken; no hay fever here.

YOUNG&. BUXTON,

Onawa, Maine.

r••-.._ .. _ .._ .._ .. _ .._ .. _ .. _ .... _ .._ .._ .. _ .._ .._ ...,
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throughou t the season the Land- :
.mHg ts.ERE
locked Sal~on and Black Bas_s fish- I
unequalled m the State of Mame, as :

I
~
the house is at the head of the lake where I
: AND Cotta"es
the best fis~ing grounds are located. It is :
only fi ve mmutes paddle to the famous I
I
Salmon Pool where the big catches are
!
made in the Spring as soon as the ice is out. i
Ii The
house has modern plumbing and sanitary arrangements. Clustered near and I
in connection with the House are a number of cottages containing from three to :
sleeping rooms and a sitting room with open fireplaces in each cottage, also -,
I five
one log cabin. They are furnished with good easy beds and large rocking chairs.
~

:1 Each cottage has a piazza overlooking the lake, makin g an ideal place for parties :1
or families to spend the summer. Steaks, chops and fish are broiled over a char:

coal broiler. Post Office a nd telephone in the house. Booklet a nd rates sent on :
Address,

I request.

I

j
:

B. M. PACKARD, Proprietor
Piscataqu i s County

i

SEBEC LAKE , MAINE :

L+•--••-H-H--tt-H-tt-H-tttt-M-••-H-tt-tt-tt-H_J
A•n: vou GOING To sJ>ENn

woods?•

Your Summer Vacation in the

J will plan for you ANY KIND OP A TRIP you want. (hun ting,
tlshin~ or canoeing,) and furnish everything necessary-food, canoes, teats, guides, etc.
J am thoroughly acquainted with a11 the best hunting and fishing regions of 'faine and New Brunswick. T e ll
me what you want to do and I'll tell you where to go and relieve you of all the trouble of the preparat ions .
\ V rite for references.

GEORGE

If yu11 rrre, 7VYile me.

E G AN,

LICENSED GUIDE AND TRAPPER,

ASHL AN D, MAINE

Please Mention H. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers.
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SEBOIS BRIDGE CAMPS

I
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Main camps at Sebois Bridge, 17 miles from Patten over an excellent road.
Camps are new, commodious, and situated in the midst of a great fishing and
ii hunting region. Outside camps at Cut Lake, near Lane and Hay brooks, in a
~ great moose country, and at Sawtelle brook, five miles from main camps. Fine
~ fishing all through the season and deer, moose, bear and partridge hunting
i which cannot be surpassed. A delightful place to rest, hunt or fish. Easy to get to
g by stage, daily mail, long distance telephone, and the very best of table fare fresh
; at all times from our own farm and garden. All inquiries promptly answered.
ii

I

LUTHER HALL,

I
0

§

~

~

i

"

ii

!!

I

Patten, Maine

it

"
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LEEMAN 'S CAMPS
Situated on Long Pond are reached by the H. & A.
R. R. via ~1,mson or by Canadian Pacific R 'y via
Greenville Jct. From Monson the drive to the Camps
is over a good state and woods road affording a comfo rtable trip. The camps are located on a pond or lake
G miles long, in which trout and land-1.ocked salmon
never fail to take the fly. U cer are m abundance.
There bdng no other camps or hotels in the vicinity and
the capacity of the LP.to::\tAS CAMPS being thirty, the
sportsman is sure to find this an ideal spot.
Personal
dttention is paid to the table and the care of guests by
the proprietor. There is one log camp with large sitting
room and small log cabins surrounding it. Rates
l-".!.1Ml 0 per day, and ~!l.IMI to ~10.UO per week. ~·or
further information send for booklet.

T. E. & A. T. LEEMAN.

MONSON, MAINE

J

SPEND YOUR VACATION
AT ONAWA_ _ _. ,

17 miles west of Rrownvi11e Junction and 18
miles east of Green\iille on C. P.R. R. 1200
f~et above sea level, among lofty mountains.
Crt<.p, pure air: grand scenery. Ponds full
11( trout and salmon. Game in profusion,
both large and small. Milk, cream and vegetables produced on place. Hest of food: pure
water. Hotel, camp or cottage life, whichever guests prefer. Railroad, telegraph, expre~s and daily mail short distance from hotel
For information address

S. F. KNEELAND,
Please \f ention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.

Prop.,

Onawa, Me ••
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AN IUKAL PLACE FOR

FISHING, HUNTING, REST
AND RECREATION.

LAKESIDE CAMPS
Maine's Lea.ding Camps on

SCHOODIC LAKE
First-c1ass in every detail. Cosy, Private Camps.
A most deli~htful resort at any season. CANOES
Row BoATS, LAUNCH. Terms and booklet IQ~
application.

N. W. McNAUGHTON, Proprie tor,
SCHOOD I C , MAINE.

i

TWO NEW HOTELS ~ LOG CABINS

"l-X1
t

ill----.11

T HEParlin
New McKenney
House at
atJackman
and the
Lake
House located
Lake Parlin,
thirteen
miles south of Jackman on the old Canada road. Two
of the best hunting and fishing resorts in Maine. The
hotels and cabins have modern plumbing and sanitary arrangements also open fires and gas lights.
Best of accommodations and table fare. Guides and
canoes furnished. Write for booklet

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,

SPORTSMEN'S

"~i[ -~

l }!
~

JACKMAN, MAINE

SUPPLIES

We carry everything for the
fisherman and h u n t er and
make a specialty of supplying
sportsmen and guides with everything needed for their kit. You will save time, money
and excess baggage by waiting till you get to Portage and outfitting with us. We
will plan a trip for you and furnish guides with camp outfits. Let us help you
make your outing in Maine more enjoyable.

PORTAGE, ME.

COFFIN BROS.

r-~

l
~
l

--~-~----~-----r

HARR:~~:. ~~.~~::~:~~· INC.
NEW YORI<:
CHICAGO
NK~ OH LEANS
C I NCINNATI

m..--.----· -

PllII ,ADELPHIA

- .........._ -

ROS'T'ON
HOUS'l'ON
ST. LOU I :,;
I<:AN!"!AS C'I TY

M I NN1';A POL I ~

I
I
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YOU WANT A "CARLE TON "

if you wou ld avoid canoe disappointments. O l1r 100fl models off t!r an ideal combination of canoe
bt:auty and service ; are ligl!twe1ght , s tro ng, s~ift and safe . Line includ es improvt!d padd le,
sail and mo to r types, special models fo r g mdes a nd s portsmen, rowboats, batteaux and all
accessories Write for illus trated cata logue, with prices .

CARLETON C ANOE CO.,

188 Mai n St., OLD TOWN, MAINE

I

I
I

J

\..-Penobscot lake Camps
JACii:MAN, MAINE

Penobscot Lake Camps situated as they
are -1~ of a mile from the Canadian
Border in the extreme Northern part
of Maine, furnish the rarest kind of
fishing and hunting to be in the state.
20 ponds dot the surroundings in a
radius of 5 miles. We will guarantee
sportsmen fishing and hunting in its
season. The camps are entirely under
a new management and have been fitted and furnished throughout. For terms, booklet,
etc., write E LLIOTT & SANDS, Propri e t o r s, P . 0 . J AC KM AN, MAI NE.

FRENCH,

HOWE &

141 HIGH STREET,
BOSTON , MASS .

DEALERS IN

PAINTS, OILS, WHITE LEAD, VARNISH ,
CHEMICALS AND RAILROAD SUPPLIES.

IN nusTRIES SOLICITED

If you are lo?kingforasiteforanewindustry
'U
o~ a new lo~at10n for one a_lready established, why
not investigate Bangor & Aroostook R:iiiroad te~1tory? Such sites are numerous along
the line of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, with plenty the raw material available,
especially for the manufacture of lumber, shooks, veneers, wooden ware or wood novelties
Correspondence with any one interested is solicited.
G. F. SNOW, Special A11ent, Banl!or 8 Aroostook Railroacl, BANG OR, MAINE.

ms-•
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Let Us Print --For Your Good!

a

The best you can expect of ordinary printing is
ordinary returns. We produce

~

~

I

Better-than-Ordinary Printed Results
-something d_iffere n~, something up to time, something
to help you wm out m the scramble for business. We
we~come all orders cheerfully, execute. them carefully,
de!Jver them promptly. A tnal order will convince you.

I

CHAS. H. GLASS & CO.

l'rint•rs o/ the B. 6' A. Guitk Book /or tit• y•ar s 1903-4-5-fj.7.9.9,

~ 11 1111n1111r1111111u111c111111111111mamnnnt(!]

Po&t Otfice Avenue,

P lease Mention H. & A. Guide in W riting Advertiser.; ,
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Bowlan

Camps

situated on East Branch, Penobscot, one day
trip from Stacyville by team or Saddle
horses, or two days trip from Grindstone by
canoe. Private camps for ladies or parties.
Deer, Moose and Bear hunting. Trout
fishing in River, Brook and Ponds. Saddle
and Pack horses furnished for reaching outside camps. Address,

CHARLEY McDONALD,

HORACE 8. KELSO
LICENSED TAXIDERMIST
Mounting Game Heads a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed True to Life and Moth
Proof. Game Heads Always on Hand for Sale
HOULTON, MAINE

1'HE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON, MAINE.
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits, -

$:30,000.00
$70,000.00

OPPl(RRS:

C. II. PIERCE, President

WILLIAM C. DONNELL, Vice President
t"RAN K F:. GRAY, Cashier

T. H. PHAIR

o:.~~·r.,,.,.

AND

POTATO STARCH

LUMBER
l\[AI~E

!'HESQUE ISLE,

J.. fl'\ '
~a'"' ~01
/\\'\

nt

11"'

Located on a shady point on Portage Lake,
one of the most beautiful bodies of water
in Maine. Fine fishing for trout, togue
PORT AGE,
and salmon. Deer are to be seen daily in
c. J. ORCUTT,
MANA GER
summer and the fall hunting is unsurpassed.
Fine boating, canoeing and the best of
camp accommodations. Easy of access and particularly commendable for ladies, children and whole families. Write for booklet.

~a

1nps
MAINE

Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Just the kind of

Newly fitted
and furnished;

a Hotel that

"strictly correct"

appeals to
the up-to-date

in service and

traveler.

appointments

--~----

""'•"

THE PENOBSCOT EXCHANGE
Moon 8 Cratty, Proprietors,

Bangor, Maine

Exchange Street,

Situated within one block of Bangor's elegant new railroad station. Over 150
rooms, all handsomely furnished; private baths and shower; elevator to all floors.
Famously good table cuisine and service.

TUE FAVORITE HOTEL AMONG
SPORTSMEN.

WILLIAM COOPER

Specially attractive semi-club rooms newly
fitted up. ~I Large Automobile Garage
connected with the hotel.

MILO, MAINE

Licensed Taxidermist,

w
d
alne 00 S

Gold Medal Awarded, London, F.ngland. Game Heads and Trophies for sale.
All work Moth Proof.-Call or send for Shipping Tags.

e

ADDRESS PHILLIPS. MAINE. FDR

>(I

40 years experience.

WEEKLY

>l'

>(I

>ll

One Whiff,
- Sets_
Steady Breeze all the year, $1
A

COPY.

Shot Guns, and Sportinl!
Goods...
LOADED SHELLS
all

AI,MO N II. FOGG CO\fPANY
___
'

Jobbers
ai:id
Reta
tiers.

sizes

of

Cartrid1te•

HOULTON , ME •

Plea•e Mention B. & A. Guide Book in Writing Advertisers.
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Get your Rifle, Ammunition and ~
ooo General Sportsmen's Needfuls ooo
D
in Bangor, at Rice & Miller's.
Q

~

~
D
0

~

~

We carry aH kinds and calibres of Rifles and Shotguns. sell
everything in Fishing Tackle, have a full line of Coats, Leggins
and other Canvas Clothing, can furnish Complete Outfits-all
at Lowest Prices. We are "right on the spot;" we know just
what Sportsmen need; we are pleased to advise, and will gladly 0
direct parties to the best sporting regions. Y ou'U have less 0
baggage-and more satisfaction- if you "outfit" at ou1· store. ~
Lumbermen's and Railroad Supplies.

RICE & MILLERt

D
~ 28 and 30 Broad St., BANGOR, ME. ~ O
WHOLE.SALE. HARDWARE
ODO
O DD
Dynamite and Powder
Agents for Laflin C'&L Rand Powder Co.
and E.. I. Dupont P o wder Co.

PRINTING

The Thomas W. Burr Printing Co.

BU S IN ESS CAR0 9
C I RC U LAR S
ANNOUNCIMENT S

( INCORPORATED)

LETTER H EA D S
BI LL HEAD S

Book and Job Printing

ENVELOP ES, E TC .
APPROPRIAT IL

W . S. BURBANK, TRE .... s.

THOMAS W. BURR. PRES.

CU T S

27 COLUMBIA STREET, ADAMS BUILDING

l"OR S PORTING C AMPS
ANO O UIOES

TE L EPHONE 43Z - Z

PRINTING

CITY BILL

BANGOR, MAINE

POSTERS

A. R. HOPKINS COMPANY,----..
FLOUR, GRAIN

AND MILLPEED

HIGHEST GRADES

01'

AMERICAN PORTLAND CEMENTS, ROSENDALE CEMENTS,
LIME AND PLASTERING HAIR.
MANUFACTURERS OF'

FISH BARRELS , AND DEALER S

IN

ALL

KINDS

O'

COOPERAGE,

BUYERS OF ALL KINDS D F BIRCH AND ASH HOOPS.

"----·140 Exchange St., Bangor,

Me.-----~

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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it>---1
l

"t;-~-~1

I

Cleansing

o----~.._--~--~---------a

;.~~~~/

!
j

't~-- ~

/
/

Pressing

l

"SLICKING U P" SPORTSMEN'S DUDS

t~~~~<i.

-putting outer as well as under gam1ents in best shape-is our
business. No matter whether you're traveling to or from the
woods, "we'll slick you up" in a hurry, yet properly. Superior
shirt, collar and cuff work a specialty·

j

AT THE WHITE STAR

THR PoRTER-PARSONS
t

Co.

l S..20 Cross St., Hangor, )le.

Il

l----.rfl
Laundry /

. . o~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~o

Repamng

l

j

~----......---4.

UNION

~--------4'

IRON WORKS
BANGOR, MAINE

- - - - -BUILDERS

Of"- - - - -

ENGINES, BOILERS ANU GENERAL MILL MACHINERY
- - - - -DEALERS IN

Mill Supplies of all Kinds
Please Mention B. &: A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Don't Forget

~

·~Jl

H & R Guns
and Revolvers

The kind that have given absolute satisfaction
for over 35 years, are the kind for you to pin your faith to.
Perfect in balance and finish,
durability unsurpassed, shooting
qualities un-excelled.
We want you to
I.ave our New Catalo11ue. - Just olf
the press.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.,
468 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.

f". C. STOWELL
EASTERN

REPRESENTATIVE

DILWORTH PORTER&. CO., LTD.

Ramapo Iron Works
TRACK

MATERIALS,

SPECIAL-BEST

178 DEVONSHIRE STREET

Portland Iron and Steel Campany,
MANUFACTURERS OF

MERCHANT IRON AND STEEL
ROLLED SHAFTING
AND TWISTED AND PLAIN STEEL

BARS

FOR

Reinforceci

Concrete

MILLS, SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE.

Construction

BOSTON OFFICE, 131 STATE STREET

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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The Model '99 Repeater worlcs smoothly when
quick work is wanted.
1- 2 - 3--4- 5 - 6 - your finger at the trigger count..
the bullets out, while the freely working lever counts them
into the chamber and snaps the empty shells
off to the right.
It is light in weight, has slight recoil, and
is capable of grouping shots in a five-inch circle
at200yards. Its accura!erange is IOOOyards.
The tight fit of the metal-cased bullets givea increased velocity and accuracy, and its killing power
is greater at ISO yards than the4S-90.
Every time this riffe comes to the shoulder you feel
exactly right, because its balance never changes from
the first to the aixth shot, the weight of the magazine
being in the receiver of the rifle where it belongs.
Your mind follows the game not the gun.
That's why you get game with a Savage. Smooth
""'UT'
rou..-1T
action, plus dependability, plus deadly hitting power,
A R M S C 0 • makes the Savage pre-eminent for fast work at long
83 Savage Avenue, Utica, N. Y., U.S. A. range.

SAVAGE

Engr,a~ingi'

· by1aD~~r $(1;,.aae/
~··. ~ ~..._•. 0.~ l;. -r~. ··~-'

•, . ~
1.

:

j

· . . ...

<.ir:fRtitr.A i~flALFtOf.£1· .
~mliwa.li'l~rw®o"ttm"'·:
~ift:1cbl.i>t~ALFrONEi~ ' .
~\-ii ·Ii' "£f:f'i: f)f\) i )' pt I'" .
~....

..

•

.,, ...,

r~ -~

- _· ..,:.·.

.

~

o·t::sI~NS .m;· :.

;: ~~~~~sfA~r~oNs_.!'.
,J;..

'""VJI"'' •

fSilfloll( · ·'E nrraving.
,~& .Electrotypiri, Co.
~STON,

MASSACHUSEITS
N £ W Y.P R K CI T·Y
PROVIDE~C£. R. f.

W e manufacture the
c e le brated

"RangeIy Sptnner
·
"
baits, which have been the
Standard for many years.
Also Leathe r and Wate rproof Duck Pack s for
Guide~, Duffie Bags and
Sportsmen's Specialties.

Our Ventilated T e nts are a
source of Comfort.

P. W. EDWARDS CO.
Woodford• Station

PORTLAND, MAINE

Please Mertion B. & A . Guide in Writing Advertisers
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10% of all Deatbs are due to Accidental Injury.
63,000 People were l<illed last year in tfie United States.
80,000 lost Hand, Foot, Sigbt or were Disallled for life.
250,000 bad tfieir Earning Power Impaired IJy Injury.

THE TRAVELERS
LARGEST

AND

I

HARTFORD, CONN.

INSURANCE COMPANY,
OLDEST,

STRONGEST

OF

ACCIDENT

COMPANIES,

Accumulative Accident Policy.
l:SSURANCll in cue of Accidental Death, Loss of Both Feet or Hands,

COS t $25

$1,666 Loss of One llye. $25 Weekly Indemnity for Total
Disability. $10 Weekly Indemnity for Partial Disability.
Policy Accumulates 10'1/oa Year (5 years) up to 50% increase.
Oril!inal and Accumulations Doubled for certain Specified Accidents, also Surl!ical

~d~~~~

I
II
I

~

ESTABLISHED 1853

INCORPORATED 1892

Swan & Finch Company
Refiners and
Dealers in ....

OILS

151 Maiden Lane,

New York City

JAMES C. PEABODY, President and Treasurer

ARTHUR LEWIS, Manager

MARBLE'S GAME GETTER GUN
MOJlF,L l!W18 hM .22 calihre rifle harrel

DOUBLE HARREL anti H 111mooth hurrt>I.
SINGLI!: TRIGGER llrl•. it in. W~t. :1.1 oz.
SHOOTS

An averui.:e of fiO No. H "hot l'trikl' a 12lnch square at .".10 fl:ct. Nurnlu.'r of "hot

fj~~::~====1 11er

&

target, to
W

70.

u~c~~/ h~\lr'~W: 1:!fl~c~ ~~r,\1:.\0 [.~~naet ~~

to Ml yanJs an<l oftl'n furth('r. The recoil is
itlighi.
Hammn ie qult'kly l'et for ritht•r harrel
or at M"-YV., StnC'k lock11 tt.tuny lot•k dt'titfl•U.
£11 euily removed.

_ _...A_lilii_ _ _, , The ideal arm for Fl11hC'r111an and )fotor.
'<Q::::;:~~~~(f·~~~~--==7
i"t. ~·1111y dl"8Crihc1l in ntn; c\T.\Lon ot·
MAHRl.r.'~ tiO "extru. 11uality" Spt.-cialtics
for Sportsmen.
MARBLE SAFETY AXE COMPANY

176-204 Della Avenue.
Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertiscl"!!,

Gladstone, Mich.

Qua rri es
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Cleveland Post Office-Granite-Mount Waldo Granite Works

O n e of the Many Quarries

Chicago, Cleveland and Milwaukee Post Office Buildings are built of

MOUNT WALDO GRANITE.
Quarry in operation over fifty years. Granite shipped all over the country.
Supply inexhaustible. Both railroad and water transportation.

MOUNT WALDO GRANITE WORKS
F R A N K F 0 R T,

M A 1N E .

Plt:ase l\lention B. &:. A. Guide m Writing Advenisers.
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TAXIDERMISTS; • • •••
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES

WE ARE THE LEADING TAXIDERMISTS
OF AMERICA 'fl 'fl 'fl

We Have the Most Complete Sportsmen's Supply Store East of Boston

E

VF.RY workman in our employ has been with us from f) to 25 years, knows
the birds and fish and game m their native haunts, and does his work with
the aim of making the mount as near like the Jiving animal as modent

methods and science can make it. All our work is WARRANTED MOTH
PROOF.

O

UR supply store furnishes the aportsman or sportswoman with everything
needful for a trip in the woods. Everything for the hunter or fisherman
canoeist or automobilist. An immense line of mounted game and fish:
Indian novelties and Taxidermy Specialties for clubroom, hall or den. We
invite you to call at our store and inspect our stock.
Any Maine express office can furnish our shil>ping Tag.!'. Directions on how
to prepare game for mounting sent on request. -lunters' licenses for sale. Guns

of all kinds to rent.
f'IT Ol'T AT OUR STORE-SAVE MONEY, BOTHER AND EXTRA
LUGGAGE.

THE S. L. CROSBY CO.
I 86 Exchange Street,

Bangor, Maine

Agencies at All Important Game Centers in Maine, New Brunswick and Newfoundland

A Book All Sportsmen Should Have
r·-·-·-·-·BIRDS of MAINE-·-·-·-·,
gives the full history of our birds of prey, land, game and water birds, tells l
I This
interestingly of their habits and home life, including full descriptions of their

-I

plumage, nests, eggs, food, etc.
_ England and adjacent Canada.

I

A practical book regarding the birds of New

l Galena-Signal
•

I

.,

WILL IS KN I GH T-·-·-·-·-·_j
Bangor, Maine

No. 82 Forest Avenue,

I

I

Sent prepaid on receipt of ~3.1"'>1'.l.
·\ddress all orders to the author,

L,_,_,_,_,_ o RA

I

•

Oil Company:

FRANKLIN, PA.

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated GALENA, COACH, ENGINE and CAR OILS,
and SrnLEY's PERFECTION VALVE and SIGNAL 011,s. GUAHANTEE COST per
thousand miles for from one to five years, when conditions warrant it.
Maintain EXPERT DEPARTMENT, which is an organization of skilled railway
mechanics of wide and varied experience. Services of experts furnished free of
charge to patrons interested in the economical use of oils.

l.!treet Railway Lubrication a Specialty.

I
91

••

CHARLES MILLER, Pre:_J

Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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"OLD TOWN CANOE"

That's the name you
in her water ways
must look for to be
assured of correctand nothing affords
ness of models and
so good a means of
quality .
.enjoying them as a
Our reputation is
Canoe- that water
back of it. Send at
once for free 1909
-crn~t of Indian tradcatalog.
ition.
We have just th e canoe for your summer vacation whether spent in Maine or elsewhere, and can deliver promptly.

OLD TOWN CANOE

co.,

20 SHIRLEY
STREET,

OLD TOWN, ME.

HUBBARD'S

Sportsman's and Tourist's Map
-

OF -

NORTHERN

MAINE

THURSTON B KINGSBURY

Price, fl 1.00
E. F. DILLINGHAM,

BANGOR, MAINE

Office FuPninuPB and ~upplie~
Store Fi1tures and Showcases, Typewriter•
and Supplies, "GLOBE-WERNICKE"
Elastic Bool<caseo, Filinl! Cabinets,
Card lnde1 Systems, Etc.

BANGOR, MAINE

!Eof'oro ,YG•u Start
on that Hunting or Fishin g Trip lay
in a stoc k of Bread, Cakes and Pastry from our Bakery - You will
always find the bes t at

Fox &

Co.

HARRY A. WITHAM

Fine ConfeC'tionen, Socia, Pure lee Cream in lan;:e and
small qu1:1.ntiti~s Shipped to Camps or Hotels.

L. W. SAVAGE
SPECIALTY

olze

Our /lfotto: Best Goods at LMt1est Prias

.ffdeal

Care

CATERING
THE PLACE O •

17 COL.UMBIA STREET

QUALITY

P'OR LAOIES ANO GENTLEMEN

BANGOR, ME.

196 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, MAINE

EGYPTIAN AND TURK I SH CIGARETTES

PEARL &

ADAMS

171-173 EXCHANGE ST. , BANGOR, ME.

EL:\IER R. FOX

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CIGARS

FINE PIPES A

Wholesale Grocers and Manufacturers
64-f>8 Broad St., BANGOR, ME.

THE

F. H. &. J. H. DAVIS,
15 Central Street

T & K YELLOW PACKAGE TEA
T & K YELLOW LABEL COFFEE
T & K FLAVORING EXTRACTS

TELH:t•HONE CX>NNECTION

DENNETT CO.
REAL ESTATE --- INSURANCE

45 HAMMOND STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

( 'nrrt'" l'o w h:ucc Solicited on any ln1mran<'e or Real Estate Matter

D , _) for Moose, Deer and Fishin g Parties. Trips planned, Guides secured and
47 Utae
references given.

CHAS. BERRY,

KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, MAINE

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers
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S u p plies.

One of the finest characteristics of this
coffee is its rich, full body. T his never
varies, and only reasonable care in th e
making is necessary to bring it out.
FOR SALE BY
LEADING
GROCERS
EVER YW H ERE

CBtSt
SAHBORNS

All the finest grades of teas
packed in quarter, half and
pound sealed, air tight canisters
to presen·e all the oriental flavor
and fragrance.
Q.

M. TUCKER

:

:

f
!
:

:I
I
:

I

WILLIAM M. TUCKER

G. M. TUCKER &SON
Hardwood
and Pine..

f
!
:

:I
I
:

! LUMBER l
iI
iI
iI
iI
lL ..Steep
Falls, Maine !
_ .._ .._ ...._ .._ .._ ..
PILING , ETC.

:

:

OAK PILING

RED OA K A SPECI A LTY

%

:

_J

IN CANISTERS

ru.-H-H-Htt-tt-tt-H-,

rH~H~H~HH~tt~H~Hl

j

~
TEA

i

ASHTON
i
j POP SAFETY AND j
j BLOW OFF VALVES i
j Pressure 8 Vacuum Gages i

:I
:1

also CJ.ime WJ.istles

:I

ARE G UARANTEED TO BE OF THE
HIG H EST G R A D E AND TO GIVE PERFEC T SATISF A C TI O N .

:

I
I
:
I
:
I
:
I
I THE
:

%

:L271

1

:

:

I
I
:
I
:
I
:
I
co. I
:

SE N D FO R CATALOGUE TO

ASHTON VALVE

%

FRANKLIN ST .. B OSTON , MASS . _j:

H-H~H~ttH--tt--tt--tt

Please Mention B. & A. Guide Book in Writing Advertisers.
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•

I

Milk for Campe-r or Hunter is Best Provided by

BORDEN'S
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk
"The Original ''

Peerless Brand Evaporated Milk

I

Quality Guaranteed
BORDEN'S CONDENSED MILK CO.

I

o f Quality."

E st. 1857

- -

•

I
I
I
I-·
I

( Unsweetened )

"Leaders

-·

I

•

WM. H. PERRY CO.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MAIN OFFICE,
IRON AND STEEL DEP'T,

PORTLAND BRANCH,

47-49 STILLINGS ST ., BOSTON, MASS.

167-177 KENNEBEC ST., PORTLAND, ME .

DCA.Ll: RS IN

REFINED IRON, NORWAY IRON, IRON ANO DESTE EL SCRAP
0

Soft Steel, Cold Rolled Shafting,
Pl a t es, A ng I es, B eams, e t c.

Prompt Shipment from
store and Mill.

1

Scrap Metals, Relaying Rails.

WM. 8 . WILLCUTT,

W . H. LANE, MANAGER .

M A NA GE R .

PORTLAND STONE-WARE Co.~
WI NS LOW &

CO., Proprietors

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Portland Drain and Sewer Pipe, Fire -Brick Shapes, Flue Lining,
Smoke -Jacks for Railroads, Paving Brick, and Digeste r Lining,
Terra Cotta Vases, Fire Clay, Kaolin.
Deale rs in all the Leading Brands of C e ment.
Factory at Portland, Maine.
BttANCH Housn:

Portland, Me.

49 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON
GEO.

c.

DUNNE,

MANAGHK

Telephone Connection.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide Book in Writing Advertisers.
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i

' 'IN THE :REAL BAOKVVOODB OF' MAINE''

f Tne GUQiiffe.~~~ItiQg GBIDDS J

t

Famous
Camps at
Tol!ue Ledi1e

I Umoaskis Lake
: Loni! Lake
I Round Pond
:I R•msey Brook
I

i

River Rel!ion.

tt-tt-••-•-tt- tt- tt-tt-tt-+•1

:
1

GREAT region for Moose. Deer in abundance.
Unsurpassed Togue and Trout fishing, at streams
and lakes handy to camps. The Musquacook
: lakes are close by, and they're full of fish. Parties met
at Moosehead Lake or Fort Kent. Large parties from
: Fort Kent given novel "tow boat" transportation (see
"In the Maine Woods" for 1905, illustration on page
: 59). Good fare, service and accommodation in each :
camp. Sportsmen's Supplies of all kinds sold at Umsaskis

:

Camp• open about

L

Alla~ash
r tt-tt:I A

I June 20, 1907.
tt-tt-tt-•-

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

Lake

~a;~~;~;;s ~sp~a~i~~7;~ write

I

I
I

FORT KENT, MAINE

L .._ .._ .._ .. _ .._._.._ .._ •. _ .._ .._ ....J

BROWN-WALES COMPANY
MERCHANTS.

IRON, STEEL, STRUCTURAL MAT ERI AL
WIRE,
PLIES.

SHEET METALS,
HEAVY

STEAM

HARDWARE,

STEEL, GENERAL SUPPLIES.

l'ITTERS'

SEAMLESS

AND

TINSMITH'S

STEEL

TUBING ,

SUPTOOL

POWER TRANSMISSION MACHINERY,

OFFICE, 69-83 PURCHASE STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Warehouse, C. corner Far1?0 Street.

Telephone Connection.

,________,

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS " AQUAS "

SMOOTH SURFACE READY ROOFING, SEND FOR SAMPLE

All Box Cars owned IJy the Banl!or and Aroostook Railroad

I

&"--·----+

ARE EQUIPPED WITH

I

+ - - - - - -111

~ CHICAGO ROOFS ~
·------+
l
I
·---.------·
THE CHICAGO-CLEVELAND CAR ROOFING COMPANY
MANUFACTURED BY

+~~~~~~·

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Plea•e Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Adverti•ers.
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For the Cheer and Comfort of the Open Fire
In your Camp or Cottage, use one of these

FRA.NKLIN
STOVES.
This is our old-fashioned pattern with folding doors,
furnished with either wood grate or andirons-three
siles. We also make an open pattern, ornamented
attractively, more particularly for house use-two sizes,
We can ship promptly. Please write us for prices.

WOOD 8 BISHOP CO.,
329 Main Street, BANGOR, MAINE.

ESTABLISHED 1839.

Makers of Hil!'hest Grade RANGES, STOVES, FURNACES and TINWARE.
Specialists in all kinds of Cooking and H eatinl? Apparatus for Camp Use.

ADAMS DRY GOODS CO.

A. R. DAY,
President

E. R. ADAMS
Gen'I M11r. and Treas.

B A NGOR, MA IN E

WOODS WEARABLES

~

JOBBERS Of LUMBfRMfN'S ~ SPORTSMfN'S SUPPLIES
We make Tents to order-ean supply Blankets
and Spreads in any length desired-give all
orders prompt and careful attention.

~

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION
There is no mistaking the superitory of a typewriter that, in
17 years, has built up a market in every part of the civilized
world. This international endorsement of

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER
pr~ves

our ~ight to offer it. to you a.s the world's best typewnter. Wnte us or any Smith Premier branch for a detailed
description of its advantages.

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
15 MILK STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Plca•e Mention ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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71/arhn

. lfo t/e/ 1891'

:a ra!t'hrr

M7.u•al,-nq· Ri//,,

The l/lor/in Model 1897 .22 caliber repeater has always been the best small bore
rifle on the market since it was introduced.
The Mar/in Model
1897 lasts twice as
long as the ordinary
. 22 for it is solidly
built of the best gun steel produced. T he
barrel is of special gun barrel steel welded
ar.d planished in the bar, and contains no
seams nor hard spots. It is carefully
bored and rifled deep with the old u nsurpassed Ballard system of rifling.
T he breech m echanism embodies the
splendid ~in solid top, side ejection
and closed-in action, and is made of the
same special steel used in the ~in
higl1 power rifles.

The walnut of the stock and fore-end is
air seasoned for two years in our own
sheds and a glance at the cut will prove
how beautifully we shape and finish t hese
parts.
The rifle takes down, without t ools, t o
pack in a small space or for cleaning, and
the action and chamber han dle .22 short ,
. 22 long or . 22 long-rifle cartridges without
any change being necessary in the g un.
To the genuine lover of the small bor e
this handsome, durable, accurate ~in
Model 1897 repeater is bound to become
a treasure compared to which its original
cost is most insignificant.

Ask your dealt"r to "how you one of the-.e rifle~ or write u" for our h and·
some new catalogue, which will be sent upon receipt of three stamps,

?he 7/Zur/l.n .Rrearms GJ.,10 Willow St., N ew Haven, Ct.
We make a specialty of supplying

Prompt attention given to supplying private cars.

EVERYTHING THAT
A SPORTSMAN
WANTS TO EAT!
Send us your advance order; we'll pack it
compactly, ship it anywhere you say, and
guarantee satisfaction.

C.

J.

Fresh Penobscot River Salmo: : J
in season, shipped to all parts of the
United States.

LYNCH,

BANGOR, ME.

f RED T. HALL & CO.,
CHOICE FAMILY

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Sportsments Supplies

GROCE RI EsI

INCLl'DING

Boned Chicken, Deviled Ham.

Lunch. Tongue.Philippe&Ca~aud's

Sardmes. Roquefort, Schweitzer
Kase, Edam. Sage and Plain Cheeses.
all kinds of Fancy Biscuits.

No. 7 State Street,

C A RIU'"UL

BANGOR..

MAINE

ATTENTION

QI Vl:N

TO

PAC KIN G

S HI PPING TO ALL HUNTI N G ANO F 19HINQ
R t:90AT9 IN M AI N ll'.

Please Mention R . & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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"Name on Every Piece"

).Qyf}'!E'(S

Chocolates

The Most Popular Superfine Bon Bons in the World
Chocolate iB the most nutritious food known. Campers and Sportsmen should
n ever be without Lowney's Vanilla or Milk Choeolat e, t he beet food in th e
1malleet compau. Lowney'• Cocoa hu a <lelicate tropical fla vor.

THEW ALTER M. LOWNEY CO., Boston

R. D. WOOD & CO.
Engineers,
Iron Founders,
Machinists,
400

Chestnut St ..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Cast Iron Pipe,
Gas Holders, and
Gas Machinery.

MATHEWS'
FIRE HYDRANTS,,
SinQle and Double Valve,
Gate Valves, Valve Indicator Posts, Hydraulic Tools,
Cranes and Machinery, Gas Producer Power Plants
Steam Pumping Machinery, Dunham Cutting-i~
Specials.
P lease Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Steel fishing Rods

.'

I l ave been made so we! I for twenty yc:tr"i that they have created the clcrnand for stee l
rod. The matcri.11 is the bL>sl imported high c~1rbon, cold rolled tccl, hardened in
oil, clock-spring tempered. \\'hen ~ach kc:hnic.11 point invoh·ccl in these word· is
fully appreciated, it is then e,\ r to unclcrst.rncl why u BRISTOL " Steel Rod"i have
had many imitators, but no t·qual •
The " BRISTOL " Stcd Roel i lookl·cl upon hy u C\'cl)·bocly who k1um '' a A .l
the fintst ·tccl rod th.1t c.m be made. \ l ore u cful and reliable, all t h ing
,
considered, than any other kind of Ii hin~ rod, l•.n·ry "BRISTOL"
J•i hing Rod i!'\ guaranteed for thn· • ycan1. ~\ bc.rntiful illust rated
,

'"''·;~:·';~::.. Ml'g Co., ~
115 Horton St.

BRISTOL, CONN.

C. L. CHALMERS, Pres. and Treas.

J, L. CHALMERS. Vice Pres.

L. C. WHITE, Sec'r

THE HA YNES & CHALMERS CO.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HARDWARE AND

IRON,

CARRIAGE

STOCK

Paints, Oils, Doors, \Vinuows, Etc.
DO NOT FOl{GET
that we carry a full line of Guns, IUtles, Ammunition, Dynamite,
Fishing Tackh:, Etc.
Also Wholesale and Retail llordware, Iron, St.,cl, Contractors• and Lumhcrmen's
Supplies. Agents for Genasco Hoofir.g.

176-178 EXCHANGE STREET,

BANGOR, MAINE

CALL IN.
ESTABLI S HED

INCORPORATED

1 87 4

1893

T. B. DA VIS ARMS CO.
JOBBERS OF

GUNS,

RIFLES, REVOLVERS,

PORTLAND, MAINE

AMMUNITION

FISHING TACKLE AND BASE BALL GOODS
6eneral Distributers of Remington, Winchester and Marlin Rifles, Winchester and U. M. C. Ammunition
BLASTING

MATERIAL

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Adverti ·e,.,..
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[_ Haroor
[ Term1na
• I
StOCKtOD

of the Rangor & Aroostook Railroad. Mcr.;t
desirable ~hippingPointbyrailorwateron
the Atlantic Coast. Excellent Harbor, open
the entire year for the largest crafts afloat. Special inducements offered to n e w industries. Busine.s
and Residential Lots for Sale
W rite me for information.
• •
,
ea
state, to e ton prmgs,
ame

W J CREAMER R I E

S k

Please Mention ll. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers.

S ·
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T ransportation.

Tne Eastern steamsmp

compan~

OFFERS TO THE
)
Choice of four lines of
splendidly equipped and
modern steamers from
CAMPER,
BOSTON to Picturesque
CANOEIST,
Maine, the Playground of
VACATIONIST,
the Nation and the MariRECREATION- and
time Provinces.
HEALTH-SEEKER
TOURIST,
FISHERMAN,
HUNTER,

l

BANGOR DIVISION. To Rockland, Bangor, Rar Harbor, the resorts of Penobscot
Hay and River and the Woods and Lakes of Northern and Eastern Maine.
PORTLAND DIVISION . To Portland, Poland Springs, Sebago Lake, Rangeley
Lakes, Belgrade Lake, the Islands of Casco Hay, and the celebrated resorts of the White
Mountains, Western Maine and Canada.
KENNEBEC DIVISION . To Bath, Popham Reach, Augusta, landings on the
Kennebec River, the Island resorts of Sheepscot Hay, unsurpassed in this or any other
country, and the Lake and interior resorts of Central Mame.
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION. To Portland, Lubec, Eastport, St. Andrews,
Calais, and the Island, Lake and Mountain resorts of :Eas.tern Maine, St. John, N. H., and
the entire provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton
Island and Newfoundland.
Inquire of your nearest Ticket or Tourist Agent, or write to General Passenger
Agent for time·tables, illustrated literature and complete infom1atlon.

CALVIN AUSTIN,

C. C. BROWN,

P RES ID E NT

G E N E R A L P AS SENG E R A G ENT.

Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.

1--..~,......-..~
D in inll C a r

Se rvice
PASSENGER

EQUIPMENT

Please Mention II. & A. Guide in Writing Ad\'ertisers.
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"A Hundred
Golden Hours
at Sea"
A Booklet you sho uld have. It is
beautifully and profusely illustrated,
interesting and instructive. Describes
the pleasures of a trip o n one of t he
magnificent

Southern Pacific
Steamships

ESTABL ISHED 1800

I
I
I
I
I

-

,
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OUR SELECTION OF

FISHING TACKLE
IS UNEXCELLED I
MANUPACTURHRS OP

"High Grzide" Rods
"Rra.y" Ply Books
D. S. ~ Co. Trolls.
AGRNTS FOR

H. L. Leonards"s Rods
Edw. vom Hofe Rods and Reels
Forrest & Sons' Flies.
Dealers in Selected Firsts of the Rest
Makes

RODS, REE LS, LINES, FLI ES,
LEADERS.

Rod Repairing in our own factory
CUTLERY, PHOTO SUPPLIES,
DOG FURNISHINGS,
L:A WN TENNIS.

Dame, Stoddard 8 Co.,

L

374 Washington Street, Boston
Opp. Bromfield Street

-

CATAU>G

I
I
I

I
I

.J

The Old Gun House
Established 1826,

Weekly Between

New York and New O rleans
In Connection with a Delightful Journey o•er tne

SUNSET ROUTE
From

New Orleans to San Francisco
Send for It and Information ailout

CIRCULAR TOUR TICKETS
A COMBINATION OF WATER ANO RAIL TRIPS

L . H . NUTTING, G. P . A.,
1158 Broadwoy, New Yori.

HIGHEST

FISHI NG TACKLE
SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITS

GUNS

of "Scott," "Greener,"
"Parker," "Fox," "Remington,"" Lefever," ''L.
C. Smith,'' and othermakes. "Winchester," "Marlin,'' "Savage," and all RIFLES, Ammunition.
Tents for camping, Knapsacks, Sleeping Ba~s, Field
Glasses, Leather and Canvas Jackets, Cookmg Outfits, etc.; Hunting Hoots, Moccasins, Canoes.
Send stamp for catalogues, also for list of SECON DHAND GUNS.
{.ust now a lot of Hopkins & Allen D ouble Hammeress Guns, Each • . • , • • , , , $14-.00
Hotchkiss Repeating Rifle,, 4li-70, , • •
7 .50
Krag Jorgensen's Repeating
RiJ!es, 30-40 Calibre, 1 2 .5 0
Remington Single Shot Rifles, . . . ,
4-.00

WM. READ 8 SONS,
107 Washlnl!ton Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
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,..
Mondays
!Oa.m.

Tuesdays
5p.m.

Thursdays
5p.m.

Saturdays
5p.m.

By Sea to Maine
The Most Charming Short Sea
Trip on the Coast. Apply to the

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
290 Broadway. cor. of" Reade St .•
New York. £or booklet giving list
of" towns. hotels and Summer
boarding houses in Maine and
the provinces.

Sailin2s four times a week

From Pier 20 East River
New York

Durin2 Summer Season

....................................................

I
I

I

i

I

RODNEY WALLACE

II

COTTON W ASTE

i

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

I
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS
I
I
I
....................................................
PENOBSCOT

RIVER

STEAM E R

AND

BAY

SERVICE

ROCH.LAND

W. D. BENNETT, Captain
Popular route between Bucksport, Sandy Point, Belfast, Northport, Temple Heiithts, and
Camden. Connection with Maine Central R . R. at Bucksport, Belfast and Camden. Round
trips daily, Sunday excepted.
LOW FARES TO ALL POINTS
Please Mention ll. & A. Guide Hook in Writing Advertisers

Transportation.
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Delaware & Hudson
"The Leading Tourists Line ..
Reaches among other idyllic
spots in the cool region of

Northern Ne w York
Saratol!a Sprinl!s,
Au Sable Chasm,
Lake Geor11e,
Sharon Springs,
The Adirondacks,
Coope rstown,
Hotel C118mplain.
For ten cents we will send you safely packed
in tul>e a beautiful poster in many colors
(~

x 32 inches)

six cents pays postage on 1009 " Summer
Paradise " ready May 1st.

Cafe Cars Conduce to Travelers' Comfort.
A. A. UEARD,G.P.A., Albany,N.Y.

Gwrge is
the"Lake
n1.ost picturesque
thing l saw in the
United States"

'ilt;J~
1, ~

R:::·:~:~: fi/

••

Quebec Central Railway
The only line runnin g solid through trains with Pullman Buffet cars between

BOSTON AND

QUEBEC

and through Pullman Buffet cars between

NEW YORK AND QUEBEC

ANO

PORTLAND AND QUEBEC

For time-tables and otherinformation apply to any Tourist Ticket Office, or

E . 0 . GRUNDY,

P . R . NEILL, T. P . A .

GEN . PASS . AGT.

SHERBROOKE,

P.

ROOM 8 0, NORTH S"fATION, BOSTON , MASS .

Q.

MONSON RAILROAD
FOR RESULTS,
FISH AT

Hebron, Onawa, Monson, Greenwood or other nearby ponds, or
HUNT in the adjacent forests. A great vacation region, easily
reached . Many families "summer here." Best of accommodations. Ask for particulars and prices.
GEO . F" . BARNARD,
.
General Man•ger.

H . E. MORRILL,
Superintendent.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in W riting Advtrtisers.
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Collurn Steamlloat Company
U.S. MAIL STEAMERS

Moosehead Lake, Maine
STEAMERS:

"KATAHDIN"
"COMET"

"MOOSE HEAD"
"TWILIGHT"

"LOUISA"
"REINDEER"

"MARGUERITB"
" PRISCILLA"

First Class Passenger and Freight Service between GREENVILLE
JUNCTION and DEER ISLAND (Capen's), Kineo Station, Kineo
(Mt. Kineo House), Northeast Carry, Northwest Carry, Sugar Island
and Lily Bay from ope ning until close of navigation. Direct conhection made with B. & A. R.R. trai ns at Greenville Junction, and with Somerset Ry.
trains at Kineo Station, where company has ferry service between Kineo Station,
Rockwood, Kineo and West Outlet sporting camps.

STEAMER

'" KA T AHDIN "'

O ffices and W aiting R oom o n B. & A . R . R . Wharf at Green v ille Junc tion,
on Com pan y's Wharf a t Kin eo, T icket Offices a t all r egular la nd ings

Parties wishing to remain over night at Greenville can t ake regular steamer
leaving Greenville every morning (Sundays excepted) for Kineo and t he head
of the lake, returning same night. Regular Sunday boat during August a nd
September leaving Greenville in morning for head of lake, returning same night.
The elegant steamer " Kata hdin " (licensed for 600 passengers) can be
chartered for Excursion Parties, and special boats for Fishing or Pleasure
Parties can be secured at any time.
Company also controls Excursion Pavilion at Pebble Beach, Kineo, for use
of which and any further information apply to

C. J. ROBINSON, Gen'I Mana(ler, GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE
Please Mention U. &. A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Banks.

NO. 112

ohe

National Bank
of Bangor, Maine
ORGANIZED

A

ATIONAL

BAN K

1863

Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undi vided Profits,
Stockholder's Lia bility,

, 300,000.00
291 ,174.00
300,00.00

Total Security fo r Depositors,

' 891 ,174.00

Safe D eposit Boxes for protection for Securities and
Valual>le Papers for rent for ~4.00 and
upwards per annum.
Vault D oors e<f!!ipped \\ith Banker's Ble& ric Prote&ive Device
"ith out door alarm 11on11.

U ITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPOSITORY

DIRECTORS
EDWARD S 'l'ETSON

lsAL\II

K.

H ENRY l\l cL.\. UG H LIN

S'I'E'l'SO~

C 11 ARIYS II. \\ oon
CJL\ S.

0

Enw \R ll

S'l'E'l'SON ,

P res.

Cn.\.Rr,1·: s A . GrnsoN
FR A NKLIN A. \ VILSON
\ V . COFFIN'

E . G.

\ VY'\L\ N,

Cashier

A c counts of lnd it iduals, Corporations, Es tates and Trus tees invited and
eve ry accommodation consist ent \\ ith conser vative liankinl! exte nded

N I GHT W ATCHMAN

Please M• ntion ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Construction Supplies.

Tlte Pennsylvania Steel Company
Maryland Steel Company
Manufa cture r s of

Steel Rails, Blooms, Bars,
Structural Material, Billets, Forgings, Steel
Castings, Frogs, Switches and Crossings

MANARD ANVIL FACE FROG
Design 160- Patented

This frog is constructed on the highest principles of railroad
practice, and is the most durable and economical frog manufactured.

The centre is of " Manard" Steel, a manganese steel

of superior quality.
Crossings and street railway special track work of " Manard "
steel , both solid and hard centre construction, are in use on the
leading steam and electric railroads.

Steel Buildings, Bridges and Viaducts,
and Special Steels for All Purposes
Mai n Olfl ~e:

FR NKLI

B

K BUILD! 0 , PUILADELPDIA, PA.

Bo"on Offic<'. Maso n Bu ild in g
ew Yo rk Offi ce, Emp ire llu ildi n ll'
lla ltim o rc Offi ce, Co nt in ent.t i Build ing
C h icago Office, \Vc~ t e rn Un io n Buil di ng
St. Loui s Offi ce, Commo n w<-a lth Tru st Ou ild inlf
Su n Fra n cisco Office. 1505 C h ro n icle Bu ildi nll'
City o f Mex ico Offi ce, Call ('jo n Es pi ri tu Sa nt e , 16

Mills 111
Steelt o n , Pu. , a nd
Sparrow's Poi n t

Please Mention H. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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Coal.

The BANGOR 8 AROOSTOOK burns exclusively

I

I

NEW RIVER COAL
The Highest Grade of Steam Coal Mined
Continuous Tests of Over 100, 000 Tons in
Cargoes to Boston

41 Consecutive

AVERAGED

14,821

Heat Units

When Yov Order New River Conl Insist on Gettins

SPRAGUE'S

NEW RIVER

C. H. SPRAGUE © SON CO.
MAIN OFFICES:

Rooms 39-55 Mason Building

70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass

Sole Tidewater Agents for

The NEW RIVER CO.
Operatin'1 33 Mines with a Daily Capacity of 25,000 Tons.
AGENTS FOR NORTHERN MAINE

Penobscot Coal 8 Wharf Co., Searsport, Me.
Bacon 8 Robinson Co., Stickney 8 Babcock Coal Co., Bangor, Me.
Cargoes Regularly Discharging or Due at all New England Railroad
Terminal Ports.
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers.

Supplies.

J60

20 MILES AN HOUR

Motor Boats and Gasoline Engines
Why not buy an enl!ine and boat near where you are to use it !
You will save in fir$! co$! and in freil!ht.
We can sell you just what you want, have had experience in this line and can help
you, if you will let u•.

FAIRBANKS COMPANY
208

F.xchani:e

Street

BANGOH

FAIRBANKS
STANDARD
SCALES ancl
TRUCKS .....
Valves, Pipe and Fittings, Contractors'

and Mill Supplies
Gas and Gasoline.

Engines
Ask for our New Supply
Catalogue

A New ancl Complete Line of Hardware,
Pulleys, Belting, Hangers and Shafting. Call and Inspect our New Store

Plea,e

'.\f~ntion

IL & ,\.Guide in Writing Advertisers.
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NEW DOUBLE BARREL SHOTGUNS

ITTED with Stevens Compressed Forged Steel Barrels-Demi-Bloc
System. Strongest breech mechanism known. Barrel and lug compressed and forgfld in one piece. Stevens Demi-Bloc Guns cannot shake
loose. Prices list from $25.00 to $60.00. If you cannot obtain from your
dealer, we ship direct, express prepaid, upon receipt of catalog price. The
"How and Why" of these superb Trap and Field Guns is explained in detail
in our new Shotgun Pamphlet. Send five cents in stamps for it.

J. STEVENS ARMS

®,

TOOL CO.

475 OAK STREET
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

RIFLES
SHOTGUNS

AND
lUOI HAM

Jl[GINU.1.PA.l.OFr.

AMMUNITION

No

matter what you hunt or where you hunt, the
answer to the question "What rifle shall I take?" is
- a Winchester. Winchester Repeating Rifles are made
in ten different models for all styles of cartridges, from .22
to .SO caliber. Whichever model you select, you will find
it a hard, accurate and reliable shooter.
Winchester Repeating Shotguns have stood the trying
practical tests of sportsmen and the rigid technical trials
of the U. S. Ordnance Board. Their popularity with the
former, and the official endorsement by the latter, are
convincing proof of their reliability, and wearing and
shooting qualities.
If you want your equipment as perfect as possible, use
Winchester guns for all your shooting, and Winchester ammunition for all your guns. They are made for each other•
.fi'ree-&nd Addre·•·•for O'rrfa/o(J11e of Wi>1r·he.fer
uf Oun.s <11id Ammunit ion.

the RNl W llmnd-

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
NEW HAV E N, CONN.

